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In my last blog post, I talked about the two different Backbone architectures we’re 
experimenting with at Coursera: 1) single page web apps, where Backbone takes care 
of serving particular views for given URLs, and 2) JS widgets, where we write DIVs with 
particular data attributes into our HTML, and a JS module finds all of them on the page 
and turns them into Backbone views.

.
We are using this approach for our discussion forums. We have widgets for displaying 
lists of threads, rendering a single thread, displaying an entire forum with multiple 
thread lists inside it, and more. We can potentially mash up a few widgets on the same 
page, if we want, because they each encapsulate all of their functionality inside them.

For example, here’s the bit of code that creates our forum widget:

$(‘[data-coursera-forum-widget]’).each(function() {
  var forumId = $(this).attr(‘data-forum-id’);

  var forum = new ForumModel({
    id: forumId
  });
  new ForumView({
    el: $(this)[0],
    model: forum
  });
});

The Widget Approach

“jQuery BBQ has a 
straightforward API - you can 

pushState an object that is 
merged into the current hash 

values”
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.
There was one problem with this approach, however: users kept losing their state 
in the widgets. For example, when a TA was paging through a long list of threads, 
and then they clicked away to visit one and came back, the widget would forget 
that it was on that page and they’d have to start from the beginning. When the 
forums were originally written, in the classical Web 1.0 architecture, the state was 
always stored in the query parameters of the URL, but now, since we are in JS-land 
and no longer need to change the URL to change the content of the page, we lost 
the URL-managed state.

That meant that we lost the ability for users to use the back button through the 
states of one widget, to go forward to a completely different page and back to the 
previous state, and to bookmark the state. Once I got enough reports from users 
who missed those abilities (mostly from our super users, who consider the forums 
to be their inbox), I realized it was time to take on this problem.

.
There were a few solutions that I considered and talked through with my colleagues:

• Remember their previous state in cookies or localStorage, and always restore 
it from there. That wouldn’t easily get me back button support, however, and 
it may have been odd for the user to open the forum in a new tab and see that 
same state.

• Open all the links in a new tab, so that they never left the page and lost their 
state. Yes, I admit, this was a non-ideal solution, and I did try it for a few hours 
but I quickly remembered that I should not be the one deciding that the user 
wants those links in a new tab. Also, that wouldn’t solve the problem of back 
button through widget state.

• Move to the single page web app approach, and let the Backbone router manage 
the history. That would mean losing the mashability of my widgets, the ability 
to put any combination of widgets on the same page, and I’m not ready to give 
that up.

• Use a JS library to store each widget’s history in the URL hash, and use the 
hashchange event (and fallback implementations) to support the back button.

The Problem

Possible Solutions
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As you can guess from the title of the post, I went with the final approach. It’s the 
only one that solved all of the users problems and let me keep my widget approach 
- plus it’s a tried and true technique.

.
There are a few libraries out there that manage history via the hash, from very 
simple (js-hash) to a sophisticated polyfill approach (Hasher). The one that I was 
most familiar with was jQuery BBQ, and its also the one that did everything I 
wanted and not too much more. Plus, its docs described exactly our scenario:

• <Widget> Yo, hash, update my state parameters. 
• <Hash> No prob, dude, done. And you didn’t even have to know about that 

other widget’s parameter, I just merged them in there for you. 
• <Widget> There’s another widget? 
• <Widget2> Huh? Did someone say my name?

jQuery BBQ has a straightforward API - you can pushState an object that is merged 
into the current hash values, you can getState on a certain key, and you can listen 
to the hashchanged event. To make it easy for multiple Backbone views to manage 
their state independently of each other, I wrote a WidgetView class with functions 
that can set and get state scoped to just the widget, and can trigger the view with 
an event whenever the widget’s state changed in the hash. Here’s what that class 
looks like:

define([
  “backbone”,
  “jquery”,
  “underscore”,
  “js/lib/util”,
  “js/lib/jquery.bbq”
  ],
function(Backbone, $, _, util, bbq) {
 
  var WIDGET_INFIX = ‘-state-’;
 
  var WidgetView = Backbone.View.extend({    
 
    getWidgetId: function() {
      this.widgetId = this.widgetId || this.options.widgetId || _.uniqueId();
      return this.widgetId;
    },

jQuery BBQ + Backbone
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    getWidgetKey: function(key) {
      return this.getWidgetId() + WIDGET_INFIX + key;
    },
 
    addWidgetStateListener: function() {
      var self = this;
 
      function getHashParams(url) {
        if (url.indexOf(‘#’) > -1) {
          var params = $.deparam(url.split(‘#’)[1]);
          _.each(params, function(value, key) {
            if (key.indexOf(WIDGET_INFIX) == -1) delete params[key];
          });
          return params;
        }
        return {};
      }
 
      var oldURL = window.location.href;
      var newURL;
 
      $(window).bind( “hashchange”, function(e) {
        newURL = window.location.href;
        var oldParams = getHashParams(oldURL);
        var newParams = getHashParams(newURL);
        /* Figure out what params changed between the new and old params.
         * Note that we dont care if something existed before and no longer 
does,
         * because that currently never happens.*/
        var changedParams = [];
        _.each(newParams, function(value, key) {
          if (oldParams[key] && oldParams[key] !== value) {
            changedParams.push(key);
          }
        });
 
        changedParams = _.union(changedParams, _.difference(_.keys(newParams), 
_.keys(oldParams)));
        changedParams = _.map(changedParams, function(key) {
          return key.split(WIDGET_INFIX)[1]
        });
        self.trigger(‘widget:changed’, changedParams);
        oldURL = window.location.href;
      });   
    },
 
    getWidgetState: function(key) {
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      return $.bbq.getState(this.getWidgetKey(key));
    },
 
    changeWidgetState: function(params) {
      var self = this;
      var state = {};
      _.each(params, function(value, key) {
        state[self.getWidgetKey(key)] = value;
      });
      $.bbq.pushState(state);
    }
  });
  return WidgetView;
});
view rawAWidgetView.jsThis Gist brought to you by GitHub.

Once my Backbone view extends that class, it can check the initial state when the 
view is loaded, it can set the state when the user clicks around (like on the sort 
or page controls), and it can listen to the state changed event to decide how to 
change the UI.

Here’s a slimmed down version of the ThreadsView that demonstrates that:

define([
  “backbone”,
  “jquery”,
  “underscore”,
  “pages/forum/app”,
  “pages/forum/views/WidgetView”,
  “pages/forum/views/ForumThreadsView.html”
  ],
function(Backbone, $, _, Coursera, WidgetView, ForumThreadsTemplate, 
ForumThreadsModel) {
 
  var view = WidgetView.extend({
 
    events: {
      ‘click .course-forum-thread-paginator’: ‘onPageClick’
    },
 
    initialize: function() {
      var self = this;
 
      this.forum = this.model;
      this.forumThreads = this.options.threads;
      this.forumThreads.bind(‘change’, this.render, this);
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      var pageNum = this.getWidgetState(‘page_num’) || 1;
      this.forumThreads.loadPage(pageNum);
 
      self.addWidgetStateListener();
      self.bind(‘widget:changed’, function(changedParams) {
        if (_.contains(changedParams, ‘page_num’)) {
          self.changePage(self.getWidgetState(‘page_num’));
        }
      });
    },
 
    render: function() {
      this.$el.html(ForumThreadsTemplate({
        user: Coursera.user,
        forum: this.forum,
        forumThreads: this.forumThreads
      }));
      return this;
    },
 
    onPageClick: function(e) {
      this.changeWidgetState({‘page_num’: $(e.target).attr(‘data-page-num’)});
    },
 
    changePage: function(pageNum) {
      var self = this;
      self.forumThreads.loadPage(pageNum)
        .done(function() {
          $(‘html,body’).scrollTop(self.$el.position().top);
        });
    }
 
  });
 
  return view;
});
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We’ll see how this works out once we build out more widgets, but so far, it seems 
to be working well. Let me know in the comments what approach you’ve taken.

Pamela Fox
Coursera Developer
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Here is the video of my PhoneGap Architecture talk at Adobe MAX 2013:

The slides are available here.

“Here is my talk about 
PhoneGap at MAX 2013.”

Christophe Coenraets

Technical Evangelist
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This article was originally published on the flippin’ Awesome website on February 12, 
2013. You can read it here.

Think of this article as a general guideline for designing any website. I’ve learned these 
lessons through photography, working in the Enlightenment Linux window manager 
many years ago, and developing for a design agency. I apply these rules while designing 
and building Recognize, a social employee appreciation platform. Being able to do 
both has saved our team a lot of time and money. Learn to design along side your web 
development skills, and your value greatly increases.

GETTING STARTED

“Learn to design along side 
your web development skills 

and your value increases.”
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If you have to follow one rule, this is it. Later 
in this article I will go through more specific 
examples of this, such as the grid, 1.6 golden 
ratio, and following your senses. In the 
meantime, try to think more theoretical. Think 
about Apple, and look at their web design and 
applications. The reflections, subtle patterns, 
and momentum scrolling are all patterns taken 
from nature. Observe how light and objects 
behave, then mimic that in your design. 

.Users will appreciate sensory experiences in your application. Tactile, visual, and 
auditory are all ways to stimulate your users.

Button example for visual and tactile experience
For instance, a button should suppress, or light up, when pressed. Next time you 
get in a car, press a few buttons. Try to mimic those behaviors in your application, 
and you’ll create a more realistic user experience.

Find ways to use vibrations to simulate tactile response
Android innovates with vibration responses. Most people say that their Android’s 
vibration response gives them a sense of context when a keyboard button is pressed 
on the screen. Android’s vibration is like iPhone’s momentum natural scrolling in 
that they are both game changing user experiences. Think about how you can 
innovate with vibrations.

Are sounds possible for your application?
Auditory experiences are generally considered a faux pas in desktop applications. 
Most apps steer clear and tend to indicate events through visual indicators, like 
updating the title tag. Still, audio if done right can add value to your desktop app.

But mobile is a different ballgame. When a push notification triggers a background 
service, play a sound to indicate a message or event. Give yourself a voice, and 
allow the user to know when an event occurs with a unique sound. Remember ICQ 
and their weird “ho-hoo” jingle?

FOLLOW NATURE

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SENSES
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.Some try to fill empty screen real estate with pictures and useless text. Don’t 
make this mistake. Apple is again another great example, they place the product 
in the middle of the screen and leave empty space around it. If you properly take 
advantage of whitespace, you’ll find people will be at ease with your design.

Whitespace helped Google beat Yahoo. Google put the primary action front and 
center with nothing around it to distract the user. Embrace whitespace and start 
allowing your users to focus.

WHITESPACE IS YOUR FRIEND
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.

Websites and apps need to consider a few things when trying to maintain focus. 
Here are a few steps to help guide a focused design lifecycle:

1. What is the primary goal of your application? Keep that in mind as you make 
design decisions.

2. Create a styleguide, a one page document with all the colors and styles. Create 
it in HTML and CSS. To make a styleguide, search and extract patterns from the 
designs. Things like paragraphs, headers, horizontal rules, and forms all can be 
included.

3. Only allow two fonts. I tend to choose one embedded font used for headers and 
buttons. The other font is a standard typeface, such as Helvetica and Arial, for 
paragraphs and links.

4. Keep your colors to a minimum. If you are using Sass, you can create a colors.
sass file to save the colors as variables. Choosing colors on future designs will be 
as easy as scrolling a short list of existing colors.

Follow those four rules, your design will be consistent and well-maintained.

FOCUS FOCUS FOCUS
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.Research shows that if you tell a chronological story to a jury, they are more likely 
to believe your case. This heuristic is innate in humans and extends to all parts 
of life. Humans are storytellers and if you tell a good story, people will believe in 
your product. Storytelling is why vertical parallax sites are so popular. They create 
evocative storytelling. What’s your story? How will it play out on your homepage?

TELL A STORY
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.A/B tests indicate that the bigger the action button the better in homepage sign 
up conversions. If you beef up your headers and buttons, users will unconsciously 
associate your site with being larger than life.

This is true for images as well, A/B tests have shown that full-screen images, when 
used appropriately, can increase your conversion.

BIGGER IS BETTER
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.The golden ratio is found throughout nature. Trees, shells, and the Fibonacci 
Sequence all follow 1.6. You can use this simple ratio to your advantage when 
choosing header styles or how you layout your website’s columns. For example, if 
your first header (h1) font size is 40px, try 40 / 1.6 = 25px for your header 2 (h2). 

WHENEVER POSSIBLE, USE THE GOLDEN RATIO: 1.6
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.Grids are commonplace with the advent of responsive web design. Grids allow 
you to lay out a site using the golden ratio. It helps to set up your layouts following 
a grid in your styleguide.

Grids, golden ratio, and storytelling are all part of our natural environment. Stay in 
tune with nature and your designs will be focused and simple.

.Fancy headlines and witty copywriting may be interesting, but if the user doesn’t 
know what your product does, they won’t want to use it.

1. Come up with a few clear headlines.
2. Test them out in person and using Google Adwords.
3. Go with the slogan that most people understand and also gets the best Click 

Through Rate (CTR) on Google Adwords.

USE A GRID

WRITE CLEAR MESSAGING, AND DROP THE EVOCATIVE HYPE
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.If you aren’t sure how to proceed with a design, then shamelessly browse around 
on all the top sites. See what is happening on Behance, Bootstrap, Apple, or 
37Signals. See how they solve an autocomplete list, an image carousel, or an user 
profile. Adapt your styleguide with their suggestions. After a night’s sleep revisit 
what you came up with, and create a better version. Innovation often comes from 
copying. Copy away!

.Users read websites in the shape of an “F”. They browse down and run right to 
scan over content. I should note that sometimes people read in “E” shape, as 
shown in the image below. Here’s an article on that.

WHEN IN DOUBT, FOLLOW THE LEADERS

THINK ABOUT THE “F”
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.If you are a web developer, you may want to skip the Photoshop step.

1. Get out a big piece of blank paper and a pen.
2. List out all the features you need to design.
3. Rate the features in importance.
4. Fit the features in order of importance in a grid or an existing layout.
5. When the design feels good enough, jump into CSS and build a prototype.

If Photoshop is needed, I take a screenshot of the website I’ve already built and 
paste it into Photoshop. It allows the designs to come out more realistic and I am 
able to Photoshop it faster.

.For Recognize, we hired a couple of fantastic designers to design our marketing 
site based off of our business requirements. Once the marketing designs were 
done, I used those styles in the rest of our site. A couple mockups acted as the 
design foundation for Recognize.

Consider doing the same for your business. If your design isn’t at the level of your 
business requirements, use Dribbble or Behance to find a designer that meets your 
style needs, and hire them. When you email them, ask if they know anyone else in 
case they are too busy for new work. Chances are they have a friend that is just as 
good.

DRAW ON PAPER, THEN IN CSS

WHEN REALLY IN DOUBT, HIRE A CONTRACT DESIGNER
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.That’s the most important, if you are having fun you will want to keep trying and if 
you keep trying you will get better. Simple as that. Expand your mind by learning 
to design your own sites.

This article was originally posted at http://blog.recognizeapp.com/web-design-
tips-for-developers/

HAVE FUN AND KEEP TRYING

Alex Grande
Web Developer

his blog

twitter

share

github
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                                                                                                                                                     .
Most developers nowadays are recognizing that if you’re developing large applications 
that have different views and states, it is best to take a modular or object-oriented 
approach to your CSS development.

When you throw media queries into the mix, however, the you can lose some of the 
benefits of modularity — code that’s easy to read, update, and maintain.

Let’s look at different ways we can write our media queries, starting with what might 
be the most common approach — especially with those not yet using a preprocessor.

.
To demonstrate what I think the majority of developers have done with media queries 
up to this point, here’s a simple example:

.box-module {
  float: left;
  background: #ccc;
  margin-bottom: 1.2em;
}

.some-other-module {
  border: solid 4px #222;
  padding: 1.2em;
  margin-bottom: 1.2em;
}

/* ... other non-media query styles would go here ... */

@media screen and (max-width: 720px) {
  .box-module {
    float: none;
    clear: both;
    margin-bottom: .5em;

GETTING STARTED

THE COMMON APPROACH

“Let’s look at different ways 
we can write our media 

queries, starting with the 
most common approach.”
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  }

  .some-other-module {
    border: solid 2px #222;
    padding: .8em;
    margin-bottom: .5em;
  }
}

@media screen and (max-width: 320px) {
  .box-module {
    margin-bottom: .2em;
  }

  .some-other-module {
    padding: .2em;
    margin-bottom: .2em;
  }
}

/* ... other media query styles would go here ... */

In the first two rule sets in this example, we have two separate elements on the page 
styled without media queries. (As a side point, those first two rule sets could be our 
mobile first styles, but it really doesn’t matter for the purpose of this theoretical 
example.)

After we declare those primary styles on our two elements, we then declare our 
media queries, repeating the same selectors, but with altered styles to suit the 
media features defined in the media queries.

The key part to take note of here is how this would look if we had thousands of 
lines of code. If that were the case, the media query styles that apply to the same 
modules would be significantly separated from the original styles for those same 
elements. Not ideal, especially when you’re trying to keep related chunks of CSS 
together.
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.
The purpose of modularizing our CSS is to help it become much more flexible and 
scalable, but also to help make it easier to read and easier to maintain. As we can 
see from the previous example, that approach (where you throw all your media 
queries at the bottom of the stylesheet) can, to some extent, hinder maintainability.

Let’s rewrite the example from above using a more modular approach:

.box-module {
  float: left;
  background: #ccc;
  margin-bottom: 1.2em;
}

@media screen and (max-width: 720px) {
  .box-module {
    float: none;
    clear: both;
    margin-bottom: .5em;
  }
}

@media screen and (max-width: 320px) {
  .box-module {
    margin-bottom: .2em;
  }
}

.some-other-module {
  border: solid 4px #222;
  padding: 1.2em;
  margin-bottom: 1.2em;
}

@media screen and (max-width: 720px) {
  .some-other-module {
    border: solid 2px #222;
    padding: .8em;
    margin-bottom: .5em;
  }
}

@media screen and (max-width: 320px) {

THE COMMON APPROACH
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  .some-other-module {
    padding: .2em;
    margin-bottom: .2em;
  }
}

This might seem a bit odd and counterproductive to those who are accustomed 
to putting their media queries at the bottom of their CSS file. This approach 
is discussed as an option in Jonathan Snook’s book on modular CSS, where he 
discusses changing state with media queries.

Even before I started reading Jonathan’s book, I’ve considered this approach, but 
pretty much immediately discarded the thought for probably the same reason that 
many of you are cringing at it right now: The fact that this clearly goes against the 
DRY (Don’t Repeat Yourself) principle.

.
As we’ll see in the following sections, if you’re using Sass, the repetition becomes 
less of a factor and, from what I can tell, many developers are adopting this method.

But first, let’s consider the pros and cons of this approach for pure CSS that’s not 
using Sass.

CONS:

• Lots of repetition, which modular CSS discourages
• More code, which could amount to hundreds of extra lines, thus larger files
• Could be confusing to future maintainers, especially if not well documented
• If you change a single media query state (e.g. “max-width: 720px”), you have to 

change it for all modules

PROS:

• Easier to read/understand/maintain for the original developer(s)
• Could be much easier to read/understand for future maintainers, especially if 

well documented
• Easier to write the initial code (more on this below)

PROS AND CONS
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.
To purists, the cons may seem like big problems. But I don’t think they’re as big as 
they seem, even though they may appear to outweigh the pros.

First, I’m not concerned about the larger amount of code. If I’m minifying and 
gzip’ing, the difference in code quantity will be negligible.

Second, as suggested by the final “pro” point, if you’re writing your media query 
for a module right next to the initial styles for the module itself, I believe this will 
make it significantly easier when debugging that particular part of the code. Since 
you have all the different styles for a particular module together — including all 
the different state changes via media queries — you’ll quickly be able to make any 
changes and won’t have to put off debugging the same module again at smaller 
breakpoints.

.
When you factor in a preprocessor like Sass, this sort of thing becomes exponentially 
easier. If you’re not familiar with some of Sass’s media query-specific capabilities, 
it’s worth checking out that part of their documentation, which talks about doing 
this exact thing.

So let’s rewrite our example from above using Sass with nesting and variables:

$media: screen;
$feature: max-width;
$value: 720px;
$value2: 320px;

.box-module {
  float: left;
  background: #ccc;
  margin-bottom: 1.2em;

  @media #{$media} and ($feature: $value) {
    float: none;
    clear: both;

RESOLVING SOME OF THE CONS

MODULAR MEDIA QUERIES WITH SASS
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    margin-bottom: .5em;
  }

  @media #{$media} and ($feature: $value2) {
    margin-bottom: .2em;
  }

}

.some-other-module {
  border: solid 4px #222;
  padding: 1.2em;
  margin-bottom: 1.2em;

  @media #{$media} and ($feature: $value) {
    border: solid 2px #222;
    padding: .8em;
    margin-bottom: .5em;
  }

  @media #{$media} and ($feature: $value2) {
    padding: .2em;
    margin-bottom: .2em;
  }

}

Here, in addition to variables, we’re using Sass’s nesting capabilities, which don’t 
require repeating the selector inside the media query block. This will compile to 
basically what we did in the Sass-less modular example above.

But we’re not finished yet. Let’s make one final improvement to this code, using a 
fairly new Sass feature.

.
We’re going to improve on this even more by using Sass’s ability to pass content 
blocks to a mixin.

And I should point out that this is nothing new; the official Sass blog discussed this 
shortly before Sass 3.2 was released, and a few other blogs have discussed the 
benefits of using Sass to keep media query styles near the styles they override.

MODULAR MEDIA QUERIES USING SASS WITH @CONTENT
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Here’s our updated code using Sass’s @content directive:

$media: screen;
$feature: max-width;
$value: 720px;
$value2: 320px;

@mixin modular-mq($breakpoint) {
  @if $breakpoint == medium {
    @media (#{$media} and $feature: $value) { @content; }
  }
  @else if $breakpoint == small {
    @media (#{$media} and $feature: $value2) { @content; }
  }
}

.box-module {
  float: left;
  background: #ccc;
  margin-bottom: 1.2em;

  @include modular-mq(medium) {
    float: none;
    clear: both;
    margin-bottom: .5em;
  }

  @include modular-mq(small) {
    margin-bottom: .2em;
  }
}

.some-other-module {
  border: solid 4px #222;
  padding: 1.2em;
  margin-bottom: 1.2em;

  @include modular-mq(medium) {
    border: solid 2px #222;
    padding: .8em;
    margin-bottom: .5em;
  }
 
  @include modular-mq(small) {
    padding: .2em;
    margin-bottom: .2em;
  }
}
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The examples with the variables and whatnot are not necessarily going to be done 
like that. You can hardcode the values right into the mixin, or you could have 
some conditional logic that decides what the values will be. This is more or less a 
theoretical example.

.
Even with the two Sass examples, you’re still, to some extent, repeating your media 
query breakpoints for every selector that needs an override. So I can understand 
if many developers don’t like this approach.

Overall, I think the concept of keeping related styles near each other is much more 
in line with what we like to see in CSS and especially in modular or OOCSS. I always 
find it annoying when I have to sift through two different parts of a stylesheet to 
make a change to a single element on the page — a problem that has occurred 
much more often with the advent of media queries. I think this approach would 
resolve this type of thing.

I should also mention that there are some projects that aim to help in this area 
including Sassy Media, Susy, sass-mediaqueries and probably others that I haven’t 
yet seen. (Update: Scott Kellum tweeted to me about Breakpoint, which is worth 
checking out just for the Point Break movie homage.)

CONCLUSION
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So how has everyone been doing this sort of thing? Do you mind having your 
media queries scattered throughout your code, repeating the same queries for 
different selectors?

You Might Also Like:

• Setting Up Sass on Windows
• Sass on Windows with Scout App
• When to Avoid the Descendant Selector

Louis Lazaris
Web Developer

his blog

twitter

share

github
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APPLINESS: Hi Ryan! Thanks for 
giving your time to Appliness. 
Can you introduce yourself to our 
readers?

Yup! I’m Ryan Stewart and I’m currently 
a product manager here at Adobe for 
Edge Code, our lightweight editor for 
HTML/JS/CSS. I joined Adobe about 
6 years ago as an evangelist and really 
enjoyed the customer-facing aspect of 
the job. I decided the next logical step 
was to move into product management 
so I could turn that customer feedback 
and put it in a product.

I live in Seattle, Washington which is a 
great place to enjoy my main hobbies; 
drinking good beer and spending time 
in the outdoors hiking, backpacking, 
and climbing. I also have two little 
ones, a 3 year old girl and 4 month old 
boy who both keep me busy.

Can you tell us about the general 
direction of adopting and 
incorporating open source standards 
at Adobe - at least how it pertains 
to your role?

Seeing Adobe embrace open source 
over the past couple of years has 
been fantastic and getting to build a 
product on top of it has been a unique 
challenge. With Edge Code we’re 
building on the open source Brackets 

project, which Adobe started and is 
licensed under MIT as well as being 
available on GitHub. 

With Edge Code we’re taking Brackets 
and then building features that tie in 
to other Creative Cloud products and 
services. The goal is to provide Creative 
Cloud customers a great lightweight 
web editor that exposes services and 
integrates with tools from Adobe. But 
we also acknowledge how beneficial 
the open source community has been 
for our product. As a result, we’ve built 
the Creative Cloud features in Edge 
Code as extensions that we open 
source so that even if you’re using 
Brackets you can take advantage of 
them.

What are some of the open source 
projects you are most interested in? 

Brackets! But I’m also very excited 
about what the Apache Cordova 
project has been doing. Seeing the 
differences between the Apache open 
source model and what we’ve done 
with Brackets around the MIT license 
has been helpful to understand the 
nuances in different open source 
philosophies.
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Can you tell us about Edge Code? 
Its goal(s)? Who is the target user?

Edge Code is a lightweight code editor 
but specifically for web developers 
and designers. There are a lot of 
generic text editors out there but with 
Edge Code we’re focusing on web 
technologies which let us provide some 

unique workflows, like Live Preview, 
that are specific to the web.

So Edge Code is for all web developers 
and web designers but I think it’s 
particularly helpful for web designers 
who code, which at this point is most 
modern web designers. Edge Code 
encourages you to design in the 
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browser and provides visual editors 
for things like colors so you can edit 
code in a visual way where it makes 
sense.

We’re also going to be working on 
LESS/SASS support soon as well as 
more visual editors.

What is unique about Edge Code 
compared to other code editors?

The biggest is that it’s built with HTML/
CSS/JS. That means it’s also extendable 
in those languages so if you’re using 
Edge Code for web development, you 
have all the skills to write extensions 
for it that add functionality. That’s 
created a great community and also 
allowed people to contribute directly 
to Brackets which ends up improving 
Edge Code.

What other tools, libraries or 
frameworks are integrated with 
Edge Code? How does it fit into the 
workflow of working with the larger 
Edge family of products? 

We recently added Tern.JS [http://
ternjs.net/] which gives us very powerful 
JavaScript code hinting. The product 
itself is built with jQuery, Bootstrap, 
and RequireJS. We also have NodeJS 
built into the product which gives us 
the ability to use all of the libraries 
that have been built for Node. 

Edge Code started by integrating 
Edge Web Fonts in the tool so you can 
browse and use free web fonts. We’re 
adding Edge Inspect integration which 

will let you preview directly on devices 
as you develop. Over the next few 
months we’re going to be improving 
the workflow with Reflow and also add 
deeper integration with PhoneGap 
and PhoneGap Build.

Edge Code was build on Brackets 
which is an open source code editor. 
What advantages does this give to 
developers?

The biggest benefit of being built on 
Brackets is that we get to draw from 
the community and use the features 
they’ve contributed. Brackets has 
around 100 external contributors 
who have made bug fixes, added 
new features, and of course built 
extensions. Because the same people 
contributing are the ones who are 
heavily using the products it means 
they’re passionate about making it 
better. We benefit from all of that.

How can developers contribute 
to features and extensions for 
Brackets?  How does your team 
manage these contributions?

Extensions are the easiest because it’s 
just a matter of putting your extension 
up on GitHub. We have an Extension 
Manager in Edge Code that makes 
it easy to install extensions from a 
GitHub repository.

Contribution to Brackets is slightly 
more complicated but still pretty 
easy. It’s as straight forward as forking 
Brackets and then reading through 
the contributing document - https://
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github.com/adobe/brackets/blob/
master/CONTRIBUTING.md - Then 
submit your pull request, make any 
suggested changes, and violia, you’ve 
contributed to Brackets (and Edge 
Code).

Is there a good source for useful 
extensions that have been developed 
already that developers can utilize?

Right now the Brackets extension list 
wiki is the best place - https://github.
com/adobe/brackets/wiki/Brackets-
Extensions - but we’re working on a 
sligtly better way to provide that list. 
We’re also going to be working with 
the Adobe Exchange team so you can 
upload, sell, and download Edge Code 
extensions from the Adobe Exchange. 
Any extension written for Brackets 
works just fine with Edge Code.

Which file types and web browsers 
are supported for features such 
as Live Code and Quick Edit for 
different file types such as CSS, JS, 
HTML?

Live Preview works with CSS files 
currently but HTML and JS are next 
on the list. You can use Live Preview 
on HTML or PHP files, so using the 
feature it’s possible to instantly tweak 
CSS for WordPress or Drupal themes. 

Quick Edit works for seeing which 
CSS selectors are associated with bits 
of HTML. It also works for JavaScript 
functions, so wherever you’re using a 
function you can invoke Quick Edit and 

see the definition for that function.

What are you most excited about 
as the Project Manager for Edge 
Code? Are there any roadmap plans 
you can tell us about?

The chance to build on top of Brackets 
and their momentum is really exciting. 
We’re going to be working on two 
major themes next in Edge Code. 
One is providing a great workflow for 
creating mobile apps in PhoneGap. 
We’re going to be adding PhoneGap 
productivity features as well as a close 
link with PhoneGap Build. The other 
major theme is going to be design 
tool integration. One of our engineers, 
NJ, showed a sneak at MAX about 
pulling properties from a design asset 
into code [http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xAP8CSMEwZ8]. We’re 
going to be working on something 
like that for Reflow and Photoshop.
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What is Adobe TechLive?

Adobe TechLive is a series of 
online presentations, seminars, and 
discussions covering a wide range of 
tools and technologies. It’s a great 
way to see what’s going on with the 
web and design. All of the sessions 
are recorded so if you can’t make it 
in person you can go back and watch 
them.

What special guests have you had 
on the Paul and Ryan show so far? 
Any plans for future guests?

We’ve just done one show so far and 
it was with the Vasava guys who did a 
lot of the branding for Adobe MAX. 
We’re hoping to get Lee Brimelow on 
the next one and ask him about his 
response demo sneak [http://www.
leebrimelow.com/responsive-design-
with-adobe-brackets/]. Our Vasava 
show was a bit different from what 
we’re hoping to do, which is to make 
it more lively and fun.
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Would you really rather be 
backpacking right now?

Yes :). But I’m at a conference so this 
might be a bad time to ask.

How are you progressing with your 
bucket list?

Slowly but surely! For sabbatical last 
year I got to do the beer tour through 
Belgium. We attempted Mont Blanc 
on that trip but had to turn back due 
to avalanche danger so I only get to 
half-cross that one off.

Last, but certainly not least, what 
are some above average beers we 
should know about?

If you’re ever in Belgium finding 
Westvleteren 12 is a must. It’s a great 
beer. In the US I’m a huge fan of almost 
everything by Deschuttes. If you’re 
ever in Seattle I highly recommend 
stopping by Reuben’s Brews. Great 
beer and I think they might be the 
next trendy brewery in a year.
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This article was originally published on the flippin’ Awesome website on May 6, 2013. 
You can read it here.

When I first started using jQuery, I was so excited. I was using vanilla JS and really 
struggling with understanding when elements on a page were ready and how I could 
access them. When I learned about jQuery, I think I did what many people do. With 
tears of joy running down my face, I opened up a document ready function and then 
just vomited up massive amounts of jQuery.

Some of the worst jQuery code ever written was written by me – I can assure you of 
that.

GETTING STARTED

“With tears of joy running 
down my face, I opened up a 
document ready function...”
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Since then, I’ve spent a few years at the Bayside of jQuery. I’ve had my heart broken 
a few times and learned a some things along the way. In doing so, I’d like to share 
5 things in jQuery that I think you should think twice about doing.

.
Back in the day of heavy server frameworks, knowing that your page was fully 
constructed before you tried to mutate it was a big deal. This was especially true if 
you were using partial views of some sort that were injected into the layout/master 
page by the server at runtime.

Nowadays, it’s considered best practice to include your scripts at the bottom of the 
page. The HTML5 async attribute notwithstanding, scripts are loaded and executed 
synchronously by the browser. That means that if you have a large script in the head 
of your page, it will delay loading of the DOM and make your page seem slower 
than it actually is. Loading all scripts last will at least make your application seem 
to load faster. It also gives you a chance to use a spinner or loading overlay if you 
are completely dependent on JavaScript for your UI.

If you are adhering to the “scripts at the bottom” best practice, then you have no 
need for jQuery’s document ready function as the HTML is already loaded by the 
time the script is run.

<p id=”zack”>This element is on the page <strong>BEFORE</strong> all the 
scripts. No document ready needed.</p>

  <script src=”https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.9.1/jquery.min.
js”></script>

  <script type=”text/javascript” charset=”utf-8”>

  // if you include your scripts at the very bottom, you don’t need document 
ready
    (function($) {

      $(“#zack”).css(“color”, “green”);
      $(“#slator”).css(“color”, “red”);

    }(jQuery));
  </script>
<p id=”slater”>This element comes after the scripts and won’t be available.</p>

1. Stop Using Document Ready
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.
I’ve got no hard evidence to back this up, but I’d be willing to guess that the each 
function is the most used of the jQuery utility methods. I base this on how often I 
am tempted to use it and how often I see it in other people’s code. It’s incredibly 
convenient for looping over DOM elements and JavaScript collections. It’s also 
terse. There is nothing wrong with it, except that its not the only iteration function 
the jQuery provides. People use each like it’s Zack Morris, at which point every 
looping problem starts looking like Kelly Kapowski.

MAP

If you have an array of items and you want to loop through it and filter out some of 
the items, you might be tempted to use the each method like so:

(function($) {

  var allStarCast = [
    { firstName: “Zack”, lastName: “Morris” },
    { firstName: “Kelly”, lastName: “Kapowski” },
    { firstName: “Lisa”, lastName: “Turtle” },
    { firstName: “Screech”, lastName: “Powers” },
    { firstName: “A.C.”, lastName: “Slater” },
    { firstName: “Jessie”, lastName: “Spano” },
    { firstName: “Richard”, lastName: “Belding” }
  ]

  // iterate through the cast and find zack and kelly
  var worldsCutestCouple = [];
  $.each(allStarCast, function(idx, actor) {
    if (actor.firstName === “Zack” || actor.firstName === “Kelly”) {
      worldsCutestCouple.push(actor);
    }
  });

  console.log(worldsCutestCouple);

}(jQuery));

Try it

2. Stop Using the Wrong Iterator
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That works, but jQuery actually provides a method specifically for this scenario and 
it’s called map. What it does is takes any items that get returned and adds them to 
a new array. The looping code then looks like this…

(function($) {

  var allStarCast = [
    { firstName: “Zack”, lastName: “Morris” },
    { firstName: “Kelly”, lastName: “Kapowski” },
    { firstName: “Lisa”, lastName: “Turtle” },
    { firstName: “Screech”, lastName: “Powers” },
    { firstName: “A.C.”, lastName: “Slater” },
    { firstName: “Jessie”, lastName: “Spano” },
    { firstName: “Richard”, lastName: “Belding” }
  ]

  // iterate through the cast and find zack and kelly

  var worldsCutestCouple = $.map(allStarCast, function(actor, idx) {
    if (actor.firstName === “Zack” || actor.firstName === “Kelly”) {
      return actor;
    }
  });

  console.log(worldsCutestCouple);

}(jQuery));

Try it

Did you notice that the arguments for the .map() callback and the .each() callback 
are reversed? Watch out for that because it can bite you when you start using map.

The map function allows you to modify the items before they get slapped into the 
new array. I’m not currently doing that, so technically I’m still not using the “right” 
iterator. I should really be using grep.

GREP

If you spend most of your days on Windows, then this term might be foreign to 
you. The term is typically used for a Unix command line utility for searching files 
that contain text matching a given regular expression.
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In jQuery, grep is a function whose purpose is to reduce a collection by removing 
elements that don’t pass the test in the callback. The provided callback returns a 
boolean value. Return true if you want the item to remain, and false(y) if you don’t. 
It will not affect the original array. You cannot modify the items as you reduce them.

(function($) {

  var allStarCast = [
      { firstName: “Zack”, lastName: “Morris” },
      { firstName: “Kelly”, lastName: “Kapowski” },
      { firstName: “Lisa”, lastName: “Turtle” },
      { firstName: “Screech”, lastName: “Powers” },
      { firstName: “A.C.”, lastName: “Slater” },
      { firstName: “Jessie”, lastName: “Spano” },
      { firstName: “Richard”, lastName: “Belding” }
  ]

  // iterate through the cast and find zack and kelly

  var worldsCutestCouple = $.grep(allStarCast, function(actor) {
      return (actor.firstName === “Zack” || actor.firstName === “Kelly”);
  });

  console.log(worldsCutestCouple);

}(jQuery));

Try It
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.
This isn’t a jQuery issue, but jQuery can definitely exacerbate the problem. The 
context of “this” is always changing. jQuery sometimes changes the context to 
something that you might not be expecting. In the each callback, this is the current 
item or element in the collection. In the map function, it’s the window object. You 
can see how you could get yourself confused pretty quickly.

Have a look at the following example and then we’ll talk about why it blows up.

(function($) {

  var sbtb = {
    log: function(message) {
      $(“#log”).append(“”).html(message);
    },
    cast: [
      { firstName: “Zack”, lastName: “Morris”, soExcited: false },
      { firstName: “Kelly”, lastName: “Kapowski”, soExcited: true },
      { firstName: “Lisa”, lastName: “Turtle”, soExcited: true },
      { firstName: “Screech”, lastName: “Powers”, soExcited: false },
      { firstName: “A.C.”, lastName: “Slater”, soExcited: false },
      { firstName: “Jessie”, lastName: “Spano”, soExcited: true },
      { firstName: “Richard”, lastName: “Belding”, soExcited: false }
    ],
    soExcited: function() {

    // use “this” to get a reference to the cast on this object
    $.each(this.cast, function(idx, actor) {

      // call the log function
      this.log(actor.firstName + “ “ + actor.lastName); // BOOM! Splosions.
      // “this” is now a cheesy actor, not the sbtb object anymore

    });

    }
  };

  sbtb.soExcited();

}(jQuery));

3. Stop Using “this”
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I wanted to log out everyone who was “so excited”. I’m in an object so I can get a 
reference to the object with this. Then I loop through the object and look for the 
“isExcited” flag. However, as soon as I enter the loop callback, the context of this 
has changed and I can’t access the object anymore.

Since jQuery is changing the scope for you in these loops, it’s a good idea to store 
the reference to this somewhere so that you know it’s not going to change on you.

(function($) {

  var sbtb = {
    log: function(message) {
      $(“#log”).append(“
“).append(message);
    },
    cast: [
      { firstName: “Zack”, lastName: “Morris”, isExcited: false },
      { firstName: “Kelly”, lastName: “Kapowski”, isExcited: true },
      { firstName: “Lisa”, lastName: “Turtle”, isExcited: true },
      { firstName: “Screech”, lastName: “Powers”, isExcited: false },
      { firstName: “A.C.”, lastName: “Slater”, isExcited: false },
      { firstName: “Jessie”, lastName: “Spano”, isExcited: true },
      { firstName: “Richard”, lastName: “Belding”, isExcited: false }
    ],
    soExcited: function() {

      // store this in that so we don’t get confused later on when
      // our the context of “this” changes out from underneath us
      var that = this;

      // use “that” to get a reference to the cast on this object
      $.each(that.cast, function(idx, actor) {
        // call the log function
        if (actor.isExcited) {
          that.log(actor.firstName + “ “ + actor.lastName);
          // the value of “that” doesn’t change - it’s still the object
        }
      });
    }
  };

  sbtb.soExcited();

}(jQuery));
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.
jQuery has steadily kept increasing in size. This is only natural as new functionality 
is added. Even though the size has steadily been reduced since 1.8.3, It’s led to 
some decry from the community claiming it “unsuitable” for mobile development 
due to it’s sheer mass.

However, jQuery is not an all or nothing library anymore. jQuery now supports 
custom builds. I know it’s really tempting to use the jQuery CDN and just rock on, 
but it is important to think about all the code that you are asking your users to 
download that they might not even need. That’s no big deal on a desktop, but bits 
get precious on mobile devices, and there is no point in sending down a bunch of 
code to support legacy browsers if your app is a mobile one.

You have two choices here. You can head over to the GitHub site and create a 
custom build with Git. It’s actually really easy and I had no issues getting it to work. 
But, if pounding out node commands is not your thing, John Resig tweeted about 
a web UI for custom builds the other day.

.
…when you don’t need to.

I got to a point in my development career where the first thing that I did with 
any project was add jQuery, even if I was just creating very simple projects and 
samples. I did this mainly so that I could just use the DOM selection utilities. Back 
in the day of older browsers, this was easier to justify, but modern browsers have 
this whole DOM selection thing already nailed down for you.

DOCUMENT.QUERYSELECTOR

If you are using at least IE version 8 and above, you can just map the $ to document.
querySelector, which will return you the first matched element from the selector. 
You can pass any CSS selector to the function.

Note that IE 8 only supports CSS 2.1 selectors for querySelector.

4. Stop Using ALL THE JQUERIES

5. Stop Using jQuery
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<div class=”container”>
  <ul>
    <li id=”pink”>Pink</li>
    <li id=”salmon”>Salmon</li>
    <li id=”blue”>Blue</li>
    <li id=”green”>Green</li>
    <li id=”red”>Red</li>
  </ul>  
</div>

<script>

  // create a global ‘$’ variable
  window.$ = function(selector) {
    return document.querySelector(selector);
  };

  (function() {
    // select item1 by id and change it’s background color to salmon
    var item = $(“#salmon”).style.backgroundColor=”salmon”;
    console.log(item);
  }());  
</script>

Try It

Of course, there is no chaining when using the native “style” method, so item logs 
out “salmon” which is what the backgroundColor method returned.

Having a DOM node is sometimes more handy than having a jQuery wrapped 
one. For instance, let’s say we want to get a reference to an image and change it’s 
source. Have a look at how you would do it with jQuery as opposed to a straight 
up DOM node.

// the jQuery way
$(“#picture”).attr(“src”, “http://placekitten.com/200/200”);

// Vanilla JS with $ mapped to querySelector
$(“#picture”).src = “http://placekitten.com/200/200”;

The DOM object gives you direct access to the “src” property of the image because 
you have a node of type “image” that has access that property. In the case of 
jQuery, everything is a jQuery object, so you have to go through the attr function 
to set the image source.
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The document.querySelector method only gets you one element. If you call that 
on a collection of elements, it will return you only the first matched node. You can 
use document.querySelectorAll to get the entire list.

DOCUMENT.QUERYSELECTORALL

A neat trick is to map $ to querySelector (1 result) and map $$ to querySelectorAll 
which will give you all matched DOM elements. The tricky part of this is that 
querySelectorAll returns a node list which isn’t terribly helpful. You are probably 
going to need this as an array which you can slice up. You can convert the node list 
to an array by using Array.prototype.slice.call(nodeList).

<div class=”container”>
  <ul>
    <li id=”pink”>Pink</li>
    <li id=”salmon”>Salmon</li>
    <li id=”blue”>Blue</li>
    <li id=”green”>Green</li>
    <li id=”red”>Red</li>
  </ul>  
</div>

<script>

  // custom lightweight selector implementation
  // nickname: dolla

  window.$ = function(selector) {
    return document.querySelector(selector);
  };

  window.$$ = function(selector) {
    var items = {},
    results = [],
    length = 0,
    i = 0;

    // this doesn’t work on IE 8- and Blackberry Browser
    results = Array.prototype.slice.call(document.querySelectorAll(selector));

    length = results.length;

    // add the results to the items object
    for ( ; i < length; ) {
      items[i] = results[i];
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      i++;
    }

    // add some additional properties to this items object to 
    // make it look like an array
    items.length = length;
    items.splice = [].splice();

    // add an ‘each’ method to the items
    items.each = function(callback) {
      var i = 0;
      for ( ; i < length; ) {
        callback.call(items[i]);
        i++;
      }
    }

    return items;
  };
  // end custom selector API

  (function() {

    // select the green item and crank up the font size
    $(“#green”).style.fontSize = “2em”;

    // select item1 by id and change it’s background color to salmon
    $$(“li”).each(function() {
      this.style.backgroundColor = this.id;
    });
  }());

</script>

Try It

Note that converting a nodeList to an array is not supported on IE 8 and below.

At this point you may think to yourself, “That’s a lot of JavaScript to write when I 
can just include jQuery bro,” and that’s fair. This could be reduced no doubt, but 
jQuery puts so much convenience on objects and collections that when you start 
rolling without it, you see what sort of code it takes to recreate just a small piece 
of it – and this implementation doesn’t even support IE 8 and below or Blackberry 
browser. Depending on what your application needs to do though, it could be far 
less code than including jQuery.
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Leland Richardson and Jonathan Sampson helped me add a few more features to 
and clean up the above code. We created a repo called “Dolla“. It’s not meant to 
be a replacement for jQuery in any way whatsoever, but rather a chance for us to 
learn what it’s like to say “I don’t need jQuery”. It’s a fair bit more code than you 
might anticipate.

.
Seriously though. This is just to underscore the point that these are suggestions, 
not absolute rules of law. There are a thousand ways that you can argue and or 
justify any of these items. This is merely to get you thinking about how you use 
jQuery and how you might be able to do it better than you do now.

So enjoy jQuery, be happy, and stay in school.

Stop Reading Articles That Tell You To Stop Doing Something

Burke Holland
Evangelist for Kendo UI

his blog

twitter

share

github
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The dependency injection pattern is one of my all-time favorite patterns in software 
design. The concept, in its most simple form, is so simple yet so powerful.

In essence, it takes us from this:

var TweetStream = function() {
    this.twitter = new TwitterService();
};
 
TweetStream.prototype.streamTweets = function() {
    …
    var tweets = this.twitter.getTweets();
    …
};
 
var stream = new TweetStream();
stream.streamTweets();

To this:

var TweetStream = function(twitter) {
    this.twitter = twitter;
};
 
TweetStream.prototype.streamTweets = function() {
    …
    var tweets = this.twitter.getTweets();
    …
};
 
var twitter = new TwitterService();
var stream = new TweetStream(twitter);
stream.streamTweets();

So what’s the big deal?

“The dependency injection 
pattern is one of my all-time 

favorite patterns...”
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In the first example, TweetStream creates the TwitterService instance. TweetStream 
is forced to have a knowledge of (1) the exact “class” it should use to communicate 
with Twitter, (2) where and how to access the constructor, and (3) how to create 
an instance and appropriately initialize the object (passing parameters to the 
constructor, calling methods after the fact, etc.).

In the second example, TweetStream does not need to know any of these things 
since TwitterService is created by a third party and later passed into TweetStream. 
TweetStream only needs to know how to interact with the instance it is passed.

Although seemingly benign, the additional knowledge that TweetStream is forced to 
have in the first example increases its coupling to its dependencies while decreasing 
its own cohesion. The additional coupling leads to code that can be difficult to test 
and less flexible at runtime. If we were to “inject” the dependencies rather than 
forcing TweetStream to create or find them, we can easily mock dependencies 
during unit tests and provide them directly to the subject being tested. At runtime, 
we can easily swap out the object being provided as a dependency based on rules 
or contexts.

.
So what does this have to do with an IoC container? An inversion of control 
container, or IoC container for short, assists in dependency injection and essentially 
fills three roles. These roles are often split between a container and an injector, but 
for simplicity I’ll address them as though they are one in the same. Let’s have a look 
at each role.

Dependency Rule Registry

In our case study, TweetStream knows it needs a service to talk to Twitter. Depending 
on the dependency injection implementation, TweetStream can request this 
dependency in a variety of ways. In JavaScript, where static typing, interfaces, 
and language-based annotations don’t exist, the dependency would generally be 
requested by a name in the form of a string. For example, TweetStream may state 
that it needs “twitterService” or “twitter” or “TheTwits”–whatever name seems 
reasonable. The important part is that some actor in the system needs to match up 
this name with a rule for how to create or retrieve the dependency.

Inversion of Control Containers
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That’s where the IoC container comes in. The IoC container might have rules like 
the following:

• When “twitter” is requested, provide a new instance using the TwitterService 
constructor.

• When “chat” is requested, provide whatever is returned from ChatFactory.
• When “logger” is requested, provide a singleton instance of AsyncLogger.
• When “dialog” is requested, provide this specific object.
• When “rank” is requested, provide the value 1337.

Injector

Now with our rules defined, we can use them to create or retrieve a dependency. 
Let’s say our object to receive dependencies–which we’ll call our injectee–is 
provided to the IoC container for dependency injection. Let’s say, for example, the 
injectee requests “chat” and “dialog” dependencies. The IoC container looks up 
the rule mapped to “chat”, runs ChatFactory which happens to instantiate a chat 
object and configures it so it’s all ready to go, then injects the chat object into the 
injectee. The container then looks at the rule for “dialog”, and, by golly, when the 
rule was being configured on the IoC container, a specific object was provided to 
the IoC container that should always be used when the “dialog” dependency is 
requested. The IoC container then provides that specific object to the injectee. If 
another injectee later asked for the “dialog” dependency, the same object would 
be provided to that injectee as well. As you can see, the rules offer quite a bit of 
flexibility.

In summary, the injector uses rules to create or retrieve dependencies and inject 
them into objects requesting them.

Dependency Object And Value Registry

In our first two rules, we use a constructor and a factory to create dependency 
objects at the moment they are called for:

• When “twitter” is requested, provide a new instance using the TwitterService 
constructor.

• When “chat” is requested, provide whatever is returned from ChatFactory.

On the other hand, some rules require that the IoC container hold onto dependency 
objects or values so they can be provided as dependencies to injectees at a later 
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time rather than being re-created each time they are requested. The last three 
rules I listed pertain here:

• When “logger” is requested, provide a singleton instance of AsyncLogger
• When “dialog” is requested, provide this specific object.
• When “rank” is requested, provide the value 1337.

In each of these, the container is holding onto objects or values so they can be 
provided as dependencies to injectees at a later time. In this manner, the IoC 
container becomes a registry of objects and values.

I’m kind of sneaking this in here, but in the case of the rule providing a singleton 
instance, you can avoid the woes of self-enforced singletons and reap the bounties 
of context-based singletons. Oh the wonders of IoC containers! Check out this 
post by Joel Hooks for more on this.

.
To make a long story short, I’ve been playing around with dependency injection in 
JavaScript lately. It’s still fairly new territory in this JavaScript world of ours though 
is becoming increasingly more popular thanks in large part to AngularJS which 
provides dependency injection out of the box. DeftJS is also melding dependency 
injection into frameworks like Ext JS and Sencha Touch.

In my frolicking about a year ago, I felt like cooking up an expressive, dependency-
free, lightweight IoC container I called Injector.js which you can find on GitHub. 
Although the code may happen to prove useful for someone, I mention it here with 
the mere hope that the examples in the readme and the unit tests can help solidify 
some of the concepts I’ve discussed here.

In my experience, IoC containers become most powerful when integrated with an 
application framework that can auto-inject dependencies while requiring as little 
boilerplate as possible from the developer. Although this isn’t intended to be a 
sales-pitch, AngularJS has nicely integrated dependency injection and I recommend 
becoming familiar with its workflow even if just for the learning opportunity it 
provides.

Less Hand-waving, More Code
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.
Check out this fantastic presentation by Miško Hevery on why dependency injection 
is so important for clean and testable code. Seriously, don’t miss it.

If you’re the reading type, check out this article by Martin Fowler for a more formal 
and authoritative description of inversion of control and dependency injection.

More Reading and Watching

Aaron Hardy
Software Engineer, Team Lead

his blog

twitter

share

github
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This article was originally published on the KendoUI website on May 8, 2013. You can 
read it here.

If you have been following JavaScript development, you might have seen a lot of posts 
on modules. It’s a hot topic in JavaScript and it’s easy to jump on a bandwagon. The 
truth is that the problem that needs to be solved is very fundamental to the success 
of your code.

.
JavaScript has an inherent lack of a module system...

WHOA! WHAT DOES THAT EVEN MEAN!?!

If that’s the first place your mind went, then you are in good company.  Derick Bailey 
explains the concept of a module like this: 

“A module is a wrapper or enclosure around a group of related things in code 
- whether those things are objects, functions, variables, or whatever 

they might be. Modules create encapsulation and give us the ability package 
many smaller things in to something larger, presenting it in a unified manner.

GETTING STARTED

Why Modules

“Modules are a hot topic in 
JavaScript and it’s easy to 
jump on a bandwagon.”
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Think about it this way: In .NET or Java, you use classes or what have you to build 
your project. Then you have a compiler that comes along and bundles everything 
up for you into an assembly based on which classes you have declared you will 
be needing. Now you have a module that you can use in other projects, and it 
can easily be referenced or imported for use. This concept of grouping your code 
together and packaging it is completely missing from JavaScript.

The problem here in JavaScript is really two fold.
1. JavaScript does not yet have a syntax for creating modules.
2. JavaScript does not have a way for you to load the modules that it does not 

have a syntax for defining. You have to waste your time with tedious script tag 
ordering and rely on global references.

.
Lets take a look at how this problem typically plays out.  Assume that we have a 
very simple application that has color palette widget. Moving the selector in the 
color palette changes the page color.

Creating Modules
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For a more interesting example of the new Color Picker widgets that I didn’t end 
up using, go here.

Let’s look at the JavaScript that is behind the scenes here.

Color Experiments Code

 // open a document ready function
$(function () {

  // function that just changes the background color
  var setBackground = function (color) {
      $(document.body).css(“background-color”, color);
  }

  // function to handle the pallete color selection
  var setColor = function (e) {
      // the color object contains all the hex, rgba, and hsl
      // conversions and utilities
      var color = e.sender.color().toBytes();

      // set the color
      setBackground(e.value);
  };

  // select and create the color pallete
  var colors = $(“#colors”).kendoFlatColorPicker({
      change: setColor,
      value: “#fff”
  }).getKendoFlatColorPicker();   

});

When I look at the above code, It appears to me that it could be broken out into 
two different objects.

1. The utility function to change the page color
2. The color palette and select event

In JavaScript, you have several choices for creating “modules”, but the most 
fundamental way is to use something called an Immediately Invoked Function 
Expression (IIFE), that will return you an object. Lets take just the utility function 
that changes the background color.
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Creating A Simple Module

// variables declared outside of a function will go on the global
// scope, so create an “APP” namespace
var APP = window.APP || {};

/*************************************************
                  UTILS MODULE
**************************************************/
// use a function that executes right away and assign 
// whatever it returns to the utils variable
APP.utils = (function() {
  // return an object
  return {
    // declare the function to change the background color
    setBackground: function(color) {
      $(document.body).css(“background-color”, color);
    }
  };
}());

I realize that you would most likely never have a function to perform a single operation 
on a single object, but it helps to simplify the overarching idea here, so just bear 
with me.

Now we have encapsulated that function, and maybe any other utility functions 
that we have in an object called utils, and we can call it like so:

Using The Utils Object

  // set the background color to blue
  APP.utils.setBackground(“#336699”);
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Next we can encapsulate the color palette widget as a module. The palette module 
needs to access the utils object which is available off of the same APP “namespace”.

Modularize The Palette

// variables declared outside of a function will go on the global
// scope, so create an “APP” namespace
var APP = window.APP || {};

/*************************************************
                  UTILS MODULE
**************************************************/
// use a function that executes right away and assign 
// whatever it returns to the utils variable
APP.utils = (function() {
    // return an object
    return {
        // declare the function to change the background color
        setBackground: function(color) {
            $(document.body).css(“background-color”, color);
        }
    }
}());

/***************************************************
                Color Palette Module 
****************************************************/
// create the color palette module off the app namespace
// all that we need to return out of this function is an instance
// of the color palette widget
APP.palette = (function() {

  // this function is private and not available to utils
  // function to handle the pallete color selection
  var setColor = function (e) {
      // the color object contains all the hex, rgba, and hsl
      // conversions and utilities
      var color = e.sender.color().toBytes();

      // set the color
      APP.utils.setBackground(e.value);
  };

  // select and create the color pallete
  var colors = $(“#colors”).kendoFlatColorPicker({
      change: setColor,
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      value: “#fff”
  }).getKendoFlatColorPicker();   

  // just return the entire widget instance
  return colors;

}());

Now the code is fully modular. It’s quite a bit more verbose, but we can extract 
each one of these modules into it’s own file. That gives us two files:

1. utils.js
2. palette.js

!<-- include jquery, kendo ui and the app scripts -->
<script src=”/Scripts/jquery-1.9.1.min.js”></script>
<script src=”/Scripts/kendo/2013.1.319/kendo.web.min.js”></script>
<script src=”/Scripts/app/utils.js”></script>
<script src=”/Scripts/app/palette.js”></script>

We don’t need ANY inline script since the functions we wrapped our modules in 
execute as soon as they are included in the page and return the necessary references 
that other modules depend on. There are still some fairly major drawbacks here.

1. The utils.js file ALWAYS has to be referenced first because it creates the APP 
variable that all of the modules live on.

2. There are 2 files already, and this is a dead simple page. Imagine how many files 
you might have in a full on enterprise application.

3. You could use a build tool like ASP.
NET MVC Bundling, but as your 
application grows you are still going 
to have modules that depend on 
other modules. You can try to keep 
that all straight in your head, but 
as your app grows, you are going 
to find that it starts to feel like you 
got Gizmo wet and took him to a 
pizza buffet after midnight.
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.
The core idea behind RequireJS is to allow you to specify in a JavaScript file which 
files it depends on so that you can be sure that when your code executes, the 
dependencies are satisfied.

Installation

RequireJS is just a JavaScript file. It’s a prime example of solving deficiencies in 
JavaScript by writing JavaScript.

You can download it from the RequireJS site, or you can use your package manager 
of choice. I’m working in ASP.NET today, so I’ll grab it off of NuGet.

PM> Install-Package RequireJS

It’s going to drop 2 files in the Scripts directory. We’re only concerned with require.
js at the moment. The other file, r.js, is a utility which concatenates and minifies 
your files. We’ll talk about it shortly.

Usually you will see RequireJS projects structured so that your application lives in 
a folder called “app”. Your JavaScript files will go into a project called “mylibs”, 
and your third party scripts will go into a folder called “libs”. That’s not gospel, it’s 
just a suggestion. Structure your code the way that you feel the most comfortable 
with.

Super Simple Configuration

Before I actually reference the RequireJS script, I’m going to need to add a “main” 
file that acts as an entry point. I’ll just call it “main.js” and drop it in the “app” folder 
at the same level as the “mylibs” directory. That main.js file will call the “require” 
function, which is a function that is specified by the require.js file. In it, I’m going to 
declare that I want to load in my two files. It then takes those file paths and injects 
them into a function as variables and executes that function. RequireJS assumes 
that you are working with JavaScript files so you don’t include .js in your names.

In Which RequireJS FINALLY Makes an Appearance
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RequireJS Main File

require([
    “mylibs/utils”,
    “mylibs/palette”
], function(utils, palette) {

    // the app is loaded...

});

Now I can include RequireJS in my HTML page and specify that I want it to use 
the main.js file as it’s main entry point by specifying the data-main attribute on the 
script tag.

<script src=”/Scripts/require.js” data-main=”/Scripts/app/main.js”></script>

The application now runs and RequireJS loads in the two files that I specified and 
the app works. If you open your browser tools, you can see the two JavaScript files 
being loaded in.

Specifying Dependencies

Here is where things start to get very interesting. The palette.js file depends on 
the utils.js file. Without it, the palette.js code is broken. I’m going to modify these 
files just slightly to let RequreJS know that. I do that with a define function at the 
top of those files. The define function is a function created by RequireJS, and it 
takes two parameters:

1. An array of paths to JavaScript files needed as dependencies
2. The function to execute after RequireJS ensures those dependencies have been 

loaded.
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A RequireJS Palette module then looks like this:

Palette Module Depends On Utils

define([
  “mylibs/utils”
], function (utils) {

  // this function is private and not available to sliders or utils
  // function to handle the pallete color selection
  var setColor = function (e) {
      // the color object contains all the hex, rgba, and hsl
      // conversions and utilities
      var color = e.sender.color().toBytes();

      // set the color
      utils.setBackground(e.value);
  };

  // select and create the color palette
  var colors = $(“#colors”).kendoFlatColorPicker({
      change: setColor,
      value: “#fff”
  }).getKendoFlatColorPicker();

  // just return the entire widget instance
  return colors;

});

And the utils module doesn’t depend on anything...

Colors Module With Dependencies

define([], function () {
  return {
      // declare the function to change the background color
      setBackground: function (color) {
          $(document.body).css(“background-color”, color);
      }
  };
});
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Notice that those IIFE’s went away?  So did the APP variable/namespace. RequireJS 
handles your modules and holds them for you. You can get them at anytime by 
executing require(“Your Module Name”). I can also remove utils.js from the main.
js file completely and just load palette.js. RequireJS will load in palette.js, see that 
it depends on utils.js and load that file in first.

require([
    “mylibs/palette”
], function() {

    // the app is running...

});

.
I still have Kendo UI and jQuery hanging about in my page and not included in 
my RequireJS configuration. There isn’t anything really “wrong” with this, but you 
can include these third party libraries in RequireJS so you can bundle and minify 
everything down into one file.

Configuring Paths

You can configure these third party libraries in the main.js file by creating a “path”, 
which is just a named variable that is pointing to the library location. If you are 
using a CDN for these libraries (which you should if you can), then you can specify 
a fallback to a local file if the CDN isn’t available.

Third Party Libraries
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Configuring RequireJS For Third Party Libraries

require.config({
  paths: {
      // specify a path to jquery, the second declaration is the local fallback
      jquery: [“//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.9.1/jquery”,
              “../Scripts/jquery.1.9.1.min”]
  }
});

require([
    “mylibs/palette”
], function(jquery, palette) {

    // the app is running...

});

You then pass jQuery into your main entry point. Many people will choose to add 
in an “app.js” file here so that they are not loading a bunch of their own files along 
with the third party ones in the main.js file. The “app.js” file then loads in all of your 
libraries.

Use An App File Instead Of Main

require.config({
  paths: {
      // specify a path to jquery, the second declaration is the local fallback
      jquery: [ “//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.9.1/jquery.min”,
                 “../Scripts/jquery.1.9.1.min”]
  }
});

require([
   ‘app’
], function(jquery, app) {

  // this loads jquery and your app file

});

You would of course want to specify jQuery as a dependency in the palette.js file. 
You ALWAYS want to specify all a file’s dependencies. This is the only way that 
RequireJS will know which files to load and in what order. Just because I specified 
jQuery before palette.js, it does not mean RequireJS will load them in that order.
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.
Some third party libraries will have dependencies on other third parties. Kendo UI 
depends on jQuery. While the different Kendo UI modules will specify their internal 
dependencies for RequireJS, they do not specify a dependency on jQuery since it’s 
easy to do and requires just one line. Here I am adding in a dependency for Kendo 
UI with a local fallback, and using “shim” to let RequireJS know that I need jQuery 
loaded before Kendo UI.

Specifying jQuery As A Dependency For Kendo UI

require.config({
  paths: {
      // specify a path to jquery, the second declaration is the local fallback
      jquery: [ “//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.9.1/jquery.min”,
                 “../Scripts/jquery.1.9.1.min”],
      kendo: [ “//cdn.kendostatic.com/2013.1.319/js/kendo.web.min”,
               “../kendo/2013.1.319/kendo.web.min”]
  },
  // inform requirejs that kendo ui depends on jquery
  shim: {
      “kendo”: {
          deps: [“jquery”]
      }
  }
});

require([
  ‘app’
], function(jquery, kendo, app) {

  // this loads jquery and your app file

});

Third Parties with Dependencies
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Now you can remove the script tags for jQuery and Kendo UI from your page and 
let your modules specify if they need them. For instance, the palette file now looks 
like this:

Palette Module

define([
  “jquery”,
  “kendo”,
  “mylibs/utils”
], function ($, kendo, utils) {

  // this function is private and not available to sliders or utils
    // function to handle the pallete color selection
    var setColor = function (e) {
        // the color object contains all the hex, rgba, and hsl
        // conversions and utilities
        var color = e.sender.color().toBytes();

        // set the color
        utils.setBackground(e.value);
    };

    // select and create the color pallete
    var colors = $(“#colors”).kendoFlatColorPicker({
        change: setColor,
        value: “#fff”
    }).getKendoFlatColorPicker();

    // just return the entire widget instance
    return colors;
});

The application is fully configured an ready for deployment. It could be deployed 
as-is, but that’s not very responsible. You should always minify and concatenate 
your scripts before you go to production. This is where the r.js file comes in.
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.
Before we can use the r.js file, you need to have NodeJS installed. If you don’t 
have Node, and it makes you nervous, just think of it as a command line utility 
with a TON of useful plugins that help you automate your workflow regardless of 
operating system and platform. In this case, I need NodeJS to run the r.js file which 
will perform a build on the JavaScript.

After you install NodeJS, you are ready to run the r.js build file, also known as the 
optimizer.

The Mighty Optimizer

The RequireJS optimizer is good, but it’s not a mind reader. You need to give it a 
file that it can read which will tell it about your project and which files you want it 
to minify. This file can be named whatever you want and can exist anywhere, but I 
usually call mine “build.js” and keep it in the top level directory. It doesn’t need to 
be in a publicly accessible location.

RequireJS Optimizer Configuration

({
  baseUrl: “./Scripts/app”,
  paths: {
      jquery: “empty:”,
      kendo: “empty:”
  },
  name: “main”,
  out: “Scripts/main-built.js”
})

You will notice that I provided paths for Kendo UI and jQuery in the form of “empty:”, 
which tells RequireJS that these are CDN scripts and need only to be referenced, 
not included in the build.

Then you simply call the r.js file from the command line with Node, and pass in the 
location of the build.js file.

// run from the project directory
node r.js -o build.js

In Which I Tell You to Install NodeJS
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That will spit out a “main-built.js” file which contains all of the project JavaScript 
concatenated and minified. You can now just modify the data-main file that RequireJS 
is loading to be the main-built.js file, instead of app.main.js.

Special Considerations For ASP.NET

Since I am working in ASP.NET, there are a few other changes I want to make to 
streamline my workflow.

Loading The Correct JavaScript For Release
I do not want to have to manually change my script tag whenever I go to release 
and then back for development. I’m going to sniff out my current build mode in 
the HomeController and then pass a variable to the Index.cshtml page so I know 
which script to include.

Determining The Build Configuration

public ActionResult Index()
{
  #if DEBUG
      ViewBag.useBuild = false;
  #else
      ViewBag.useBuild = true;
  #endif

  return View();
}

Conditionally Loading The Build File

 @if (ViewBag.useBuild) {
    <script src=”@Url.Content(“~/Scripts/require.js”)” data-main=”@Url.
Content(“~/Scripts/main-built.js”)”></script>
} else {
    <script src=”@Url.Content(“~/Scripts/require.js”)” data-main=”@Url.
Content(“~/Scripts/app/main.js”)”></script>
}

Integrating The Optimizer Into The Release Build
I also don’t want to have to jump down to the command line every time I change my 
status to Release so that I can run the optimizer. You can specify a Pre Build event 
by going to Project / Project Settings / Build Events. I only want the optimizer build 
to occur when the project is in Release mode.
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Build The JavaScript When In Release Mode

if $(ConfigurationName) == Release node $(ProjectDir)/r.js -o $(ProjectDir)/
Scripts/build.js

.
Modularizing your JavaScript code really sets you up for success. It’s really just the 
foundation on which you can build highly maintainable applications of great size. 
You can download Kendo UI and start building extremely modular applications 
today using RequireJS.

Additional Resources

You can download the sample project from today from our ASP.NET MVC Examples 
repo. I would also highly recommend that you checkout these additional resources.

• Nicholas Zakas: Scalable JavaScript Application Architecture
• Organizing Your Code Using Modules
• Good C# Habits Encourage Bad JavaScript Habits

Dress for Success

Burke Holland
Evangelist for Kendo UI
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Earlier today I was happy to hear that PhoneGap 2.7 was released. While perusing the 
changelist, I thought I read that progress events for file transfers were added in this 
release. However, I was wrong. FileTransfer has supported a progress event for a few 
months now. But since I figured this out while halfway through a demo, I figured I’d 
finish it up anyway and share it on my blog.

As you can imagine, the onprogress event is a property of the FileTransfer object. It 
is passed a progressEvent that is - unfortunately - not documented as far as I can see. 
The code example though gives you enough information I think to deal with it:

fileTransfer.onprogress = function(progressEvent) {
    if (progressEvent.lengthComputable) {
      loadingStatus.setPercentage(progressEvent.loaded / progressEvent.total);
    } else {
      loadingStatus.increment();
    }
};

So from what I can see - you get a property that determines if the total size is known, 
and if so, you can get a percentage by using it with the loaded property. Otherwise 
you’re just guessing at the time left, but at least you know something is going on.

For my demo, I thought I’d build a simple MP3 downloader/player. I googled for ‘free 
open source music’ and came across this incredible MP3 by Kansas Joe McCoy and 
Memphis Minnie: When the Levee Breaks. Go ahead and listen to it. As much as I love 
indie music and trance, the sound of old recordings like this is like pure gold to the 
ears.

Anyway - I began by creating an incredibly simple web page. It lists the name of the 
artists and the song along with a picture. I’ve included a button that will trigger the 
download. Also make note of the status div I’ll be using for - you guessed it - progress 
events.

“I was happy to hear 
that PhoneGap 2.7 was 

released.”
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
    <head>
        <meta http-equiv=”Content-Type” content=”text/html; charset=UTF-8” />
        <meta name = “format-detection” content = “telephone=no”/>
        <meta name=”viewport” content=”user-scalable=no, initial-scale=1, 
maximum-scale=1, minimum-scale=1, width=device-width” />
        <link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”css/index.css” />
        <title>FileTransfer Test</title>
    </head>
    <body>

        <div id=”content”>
            <p>
            Kansas Joe McCoy and Memphis Minnie – “When The Levee Breaks”
            </p>

    <img src=”img/KansasJoeAndMemphisMinnie.jpg”>
   
            <p>
            <button id=”startDl” disabled>Click to Download and Play</button>
            </p>
        </div>
  
 <div id=”status”></div>
        
        <script type=”text/javascript” src=”cordova.js”></script>
        <script type=”text/javascript” src=”js/index.js”></script>
    </body>
</html>
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Here’s a screen shot of it in action.

Ok, now let’s take a look at the code.

document.addEventListener(‘deviceready’, deviceready, false);

var buttomDom;
var statusDom;
var fileSystem;

function deviceready() {
    console.log(‘dv ready’);
  
 //step one is to request a file system 
 window.requestFileSystem(LocalFileSystem.TEMPORARY, 0, 
  function(fs) {
   fileSystem = fs;
 
   buttonDom = document.querySelector(‘#startDl’);
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   buttonDom.addEventListener(‘touchend’, startDl, false);
   buttonDom.removeAttribute(“disabled”);
 
   statusDom = document.querySelector(‘#status’);
  }, function(e) {
   alert(‘failed to get fs’);
   alert(JSON.stringify(e));
  });
}

function startDl() {
    buttonDom.setAttribute(“disabled”,”disabled”);
 
    var ft = new FileTransfer();
    var uri = encodeURI(“http://archive.org/download/Kansas_Joe_Memphis_Minnie-
When_Levee_Breaks/Kansas_Joe_and_Memphis_Minnie-When_the_Levee_Breaks.mp3”);

 var downloadPath = fileSystem.root.fullPath + “/download.mp3”;

 ft.onprogress = function(progressEvent) {
  if (progressEvent.lengthComputable) {
   var perc = Math.floor(progressEvent.loaded / progressEvent.total * 
100);
   statusDom.innerHTML = perc + “% loaded...”;
  } else {
   if(statusDom.innerHTML == “”) {
    statusDom.innerHTML = “Loading”;
   } else {
    statusDom.innerHTML += “.”;
   }
  }
 };
      
 ft.download(uri, downloadPath, 
 function(entry) {
  statusDom.innerHTML = “”;
  var media = new Media(entry.fullPath, null, function(e) { alert(JSON.
stringify(e));});
  media.play();
  
 }, 
 function(error) {
  alert(‘Crap something went wrong...’); 
 });
  
 
}
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.
Starting from the top, the first thing that may interest you is the file system request. 
I ask for the temporary file system so I have a place to store the mp3. Once I’ve 
got a hook to the file system I then enable the button in my web page and start 
listening for a touch event.

The function that handles the download, startDl, creates the FileTransfer object and 
points it to the remote MP3. I’ve used almost the exact same onprogress event as 
demonstrated in the PhoneGap docs. I changed it to write out a percentage when 
possible and in other cases, simply append dots to the end of a string. That way 
people know something is still being transferred.

The final portion simply handles the media portion. I didn’t bother adding any real 
controls so it just begins to play the track and that’s it. (To be clear, this wouldn’t 
be hard to add, just check the Media API for more information.)

Watch the video to see it in action:

Raymond Camden
Developer Evangelist
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This article was originally published on the AppNeta website on March 6, 2013. You 
can read it here.

.
Hey! I’m Dan Riti, the latest addition to the TraceView team! I recently joined as a full stack engineer in the Providence office, and it’s been an exciting 
past couple of weeks learning about the world of tracing distributed web applications.  I’ve been working primarily on improving our Trace Details 
page, which provides an in-depth look into the performance of individual requests. The major challenge in our front end web application is managing 
data dependencies (i.e. update foo when bar changes) while also maintaining a rich user experience. We deal with a lot of data, from numerous sources, 
and all with unique dependencies. Thus, we have developed TBone, an open-source extension to Backbone.js to help us out.

.
TBone removes the complexity of manually managing data dependencies in Backbone, enabling “live” templates as well as functions that automatically 
re-execute when the data they reference changes.

It’s designed to build on top of existing backbone-powered apps and scale with the 
application, enabling simple re-use of data throughout your application without the 
need to tell the page what to update when that data changes.

At AppNeta, we’ve used TBone to eliminate a set of custom page events corresponding 
to interactions like “refresh data” and “add filter.” With a large application, it becomes 
difficult to manage what exactly needs to be refreshed when something changes. 
While Backbone is a critical step toward reducing this complexity, TBone enables us to 
do so without even thinking about event binding – every view and model stays in sync 
by design and without unnecessary work.

TBone Automagic Event Binding for Backbone.js

Enter TBone, a Backbone.js extension

“With tears of joy running 
down my face, I opened up a 
document ready function...”
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.
Let’s implement a sample application that demonstrates some of the “automagic” of TBone. For this example, we will build a simple counter that 
increments every second, implement some simple controls (Start/Stop/Reset) and finally demonstrate data dependency by introducing a model 
that depends on the counter.

• Try out this example on JS Bin!
• Or view the code on Github.
• Or clone the repo: git clone git://github.com/danriti/tbone-counter-
example.git

Now that you’re looking at the code, let’s get started!

First, we will create a model to represent the counter using TBone:

tbone.createModel(‘counter’).singleton();

Our counter model needs two attributes, intervalId and value. We will be 
using the setInterval method to increment the counter, so intervalId will store 
the interval id and value will simply store the counter value. So let’s set them:

tbone.set(‘counter’, {
    intervalId: 0,
    value: 0
});

Next, we will create a view for controlling (Start, Stop, Reset) the counter:

tbone.createView(‘counterControl’, function() {
    var self = this;
 
    var startBtn = self.$(‘button#start’);
    var stopBtn = self.$(‘button#stop’);
    var resetBtn = self.$(‘button#reset’);
 
    // Initially disable the stop button.
    stopBtn.attr(“disabled”, true);
 

Digging into TBone
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    // Event handler for the start button click.
    startBtn.click(function() {
        // Set button states.
        startBtn.attr(‘disabled’, true);
        stopBtn.removeAttr(‘disabled’);
 
        // Increment the counter every second.
        var intervalId = setInterval(function() {
            // Lookup the counter model value.
            var i = tbone.lookup(‘counter.value’);
 
            // Increment the counter model value.
            tbone.set(‘counter.value’, i+1);
        }, 1000);
 
        tbone.set(‘counter.intervalId’, intervalId);
    });
 
    // Event handler for the stop button click.
    stopBtn.click(function() {
        // Set button states.
        stopBtn.attr(‘disabled’, true);
        startBtn.removeAttr(‘disabled’);
 
        // Fetch the interval id and stop incrementing the counter.
        var intervalId = tbone.lookup(‘counter.intervalId’);
        clearInterval(intervalId);
    });
 
    // Event handler for the reset button click.
    resetBtn.click(function() {
        // Reset the counter value to 0.
        tbone.set(‘counter.value’, 0);
    });
});

Finally, we will bind our model and views to our template:

<div class=”container”>
<h1>TBone Counter Example!</h1>
 
<hr />
 
<div>
<h3>Counter - <%=counter.value%></h3>
</div>
<div><button id=”start” class=”btn”>Start</button>
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 <button id=”stop” class=”btn”>Stop</button>
 <button id=”reset” class=”btn”>Reset</button></div>
</div>

So what’s happening? When you click the Start button, the value attribute in 
the counter model is being incremented every second. Everytime the model 
changes, the template is forced to update to display the latest data. As you play 
with the other controls, you will notice that template responds accordingly. This is 
an example of “live” templating in TBone.

So now let’s make things interesting. Let’s introduce a new model called timer, 
however let’s assume it is depends on the counter model to keep track of time. 
In TBone, this is pretty simple:

tbone.createModel(‘timer’, function() {
    var count = tbone.lookup(‘counter.value’) || 0;
    var rval = {};
 
    // Calculate seconds and minutes.
    var seconds = count % 60;
    var minutes = Math.floor(count / 60);
 
    // Pad the left side (i.e. 09 instead of 9) of the seconds
    // and minutes.
    rval.seconds = _.string.pad(seconds, 2, ‘0’);
    rval.minutes = _.string.pad(minutes, 2, ‘0’);
 
    return rval;
}).singleton();

When creating the timer model, we tell TBone that this model depends on the 
counter model by performing a tbone.lookup within the anonymous function 
we pass in. TBone now knows a dependency exists between the two models and 
handles all of the heavy lifting for us. Thus, anytime the counter model changes, 
the anonymous function will execute and the timer model attributes (seconds & 
minutes) will be recalculated. Pretty neat, huh? Well, let’s see it in action!

Just update your template to add the timer:

<div>
<h3>Timer (MM:SS) <%=timer.minutes%>:<%=timer.seconds%></h3>
</div>
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Now the newly created timer model will update seemlessly as the counter model 
increments away!

Isn’t TBone delicious? If you’d like seconds, be sure to check it out on Github.

Dan Riti
Developer

his blog
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Many thanks to Marshall Greenblatt, the Chromium Embedded Framework founder, 
for writing and helping edit part of this blog post.

The Chromium Embedded Framework (CEF) is an open source project that allows 
developers to easily display HTML content in their desktop applications. The HTML 
view can be finely controlled and even extended through the available API. Underneath, 
the HTML rendering is done through the Chromium browser project, on top of the 
Blink engine (formerly WebKit) and the V8 JavaScript virtual machine.

As frameworks usually go, CEF provides mainly a set of headers and a library. It is 
available on Windows, Mac OSX and Linux, though there is still work to do to have 
feature parity between platforms. C++ and C APIs are available as a part of the project, 
but there are projects out there which maintain wrappers for other environments like 
.NET, Java and Python.

.
CEF comes in two versions – CEF1 and CEF3, both of which are actively maintained. These two projects expose almost the same API to embedding 
clients, whie rendering HTML using the Chromium flavor of WebKit (now Blink). Where they differ is in how they hook into the HTML engine under-
neath, but to better understand that, it is useful to have a general overview of the Chromium architecture.

The Chromium architecture has three main layers: Blink (formerly WebKit) API, Content 
API and Chrome. The Blink API provides access to the rendering and V8 JavaScript 
engine which together run in a single process. The Content API adds the multi-process 
architecture and provides implementations for more complex HTML5 and browser 
features like accelerated compositing, Geolocation and WebRTC. The Chrome layer 
includes the Chrome browser user interface and feature implementations like history 
management, extensions and bookmarks that are tightly coupled to the Chrome 
browser. The Chromium team is currently working to introduce a fourth concept, called 
Components, which will provide modular implementations for browser features that 
span multiple layers.

The Blink and Content APIs are not stable and many features have additional 
implementation requirements. CEF provides these implementations along with a stable 
API that hides most of the underlying Chromium and Blink complexity. CEF1 uses the 

Relationship with Chromium

“The HTML view can be finely 
controlled and even extended 

through the available API.”
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Blink API directly and as a result shares the single-process architecture. CEF3 uses 
the Content API and benefits from the multi-process architecture and many of the 
advanced features that are implemented in the Content API. As an added benefit 
for CEF3 the Components changes will make it easier to selectively enable and 
share feature implementations that at this time cannot be shared due to tight 
coupling with the Chrome layer.

CEF3 implements some of the interfaces and delegates that the Content API 
provides, much in the same way that Chrome does. While a developer can 
embed Chromium starting directly from the Content API, this would involve a 
rather significant amount of work, which is already done in CEF3. This includes 
implementing the Content API interfaces and delegates that the application wants 
to manipulate, and while doing so, also writing the platform code for the platforms 
the application needs to run on (Windows/Mac/Linux). Using CEF, on the other 
hand, is as simple as writing a few lines of code before firing up a modern, up-to-
date HTML5 view right inside the application.

Both CEF1 and CEF3 include parts Chromium into the resulting library, and as 
such, have a build dependency on the Chromium code. The project maintains 
compatibility with a specific revision of the Chromium code underneath, which is 
updated pretty regularly. From that point of view, embedders don’t have to worry 
that updating Chromium will break their application.

From here on, the term CEF will refer to CEF3, unless specified otherwise.

.
Probably the simplest way to start using CEF is to download one of the binary releases. CEF maintains branches that are compatible with the 
Chromium stabilisation branches used for releases. The periodic binary releases are usually built from one such stable branch.

The distributable package contains the headers, the library, some required resources, 
and also a test application called cefclient. This is where you should be looking. 
It is the perfect showcase of how to use CEF, from starting up the framework to 
implementing the HTML content callbacks exposed through the API. You can test 
things out by hacking at the application code, quickly rebuilding, and so on.

Note that you can also pass Chromium command line switches to cefclient, and 
they will have the same effect they would have in the browser (if they apply).

If you want to contribute, or use a feature that is not currently in one of the binary 

Getting Started
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releases, you will have to build the CEF library from source. Although CEF is itself 
pretty lightweight, this also involves building Chromium, which makes the job a 
bit more complicated. I will not go into details in this post, but if you’re looking 
for a place to start, have a look at the CEF automate folder. The python script 
inside checks out both the CEF and Chromium source code and proceeds to build 
the final CEF package. The README file in the same folder describes the process 
in more detail, and also contains some required steps to be performed before 
running the script.

.
Our more considerable contributions to CEF, aside from various bug fixes are listed below.

IME on Mac [CEF1]
The first considerable contribution we made to CEF was implementing the missing 
platform code for the Mac OS X Input Method Editor (IME). In CEF1, this code 
was upright missing. In CEF3, it is already available underneath the Content API 
umbrella.

Tracing API [CEF3]
The tracing mechanism is a Chromium development tool which can be used to 
profile the Chromium code across threads and processes. Just type chrome://
tracing in the Chrome URL bar if you’re wondering what this is, and start tracing. 
Our contribution was to expose the internal tracing API as a part of the CEF API. 
Embedders can use these methods to profile calls inside their own client application 
in the same view as the whole CEF – Chromium – Blink stack.

Offscreen Rendering on Windows and Mac [CEF3]
This feature allows embedders to receive paint notifications from CEF instead of 
having CEF render directly to a native window. The embedder can then handle the 
rendering themselves using technologies like OpenGL or Direct3D. As a part of 
this feature, UI events can also be forwarded to the HTML page. It is particularly 
useful when an embedder wants to draw something else on top of the HTML 
view or integrate with an existing application framework that performs its own 
rendering. Using offscreen rendering provides a simple solution for synchronized 
drawing between two overlapping views, even two HTML views. This would be a 
real hassle when dealing with two overlapped, transparent native views.

Another use case is to break the boundary between 64 and 32 bit processes. Since 
Chromium does not support 64 bit builds at the moment, CEF binaries will also 

Adobe Contributions
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be 32 bit bound. Hence, a 64 bit application will not be able to link directly with 
CEF. The HTML rendering could, however, be isolated in a 32 bit process without 
any UI, thanks to offscreen rendering. The rendered HTML results could then be 
passed through a bridge back to the 64 bit application, and drawn inside UI objects 
belonging to it.

Next Steps
We plan on contributing the IME functionality for offscreen rendering on Mac. 
Since implementing offscreen rendering overrides some of the internal Content 
API implementations, IME needs to be fitted to work without the native window it 
was bound to.

We are also working on setting up an automated build infrastructure for CEF. This 
will build CEF regularly, run the unit tests, and post the builds at a public location. 
We are still ironing out the details on this project (nightly builds vs change by 
change builds, branches vs trunk etc.).

.
If you need a simple, cross-platform way to display HTML content in your desktop application, CEF may be exactly what you’re looking for. It is 
open and has a healthy community behind it, as also shown by all the applications that are using it.

This entry was posted in Web Platform Features.

To Sum it Up
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You spent an entire weekend building a library, jQuery plugin, build tool, or other great 
piece of code you wanted to share far and wide, but after some tweets and a failed 
attempt to make the front page of Hacker News, your creation languished, unloved, in 
a GitHub repo. A common situation for many developers nowadays, but one you can 
avoid.

As the editor of several programming newsletters, I frequently get two types of e-mails 
from developers. Those reaching out to ask if I can mention their projects, and those 
expressing surprise and excitement that their work has been featured. If you’re a 
developer doing good work but feel more like you’d be in that second group, the 
three steps in this article are for you.

Before we get started, there’s a stumbling block we need to kick away. Terms like 
‘marketing’ and ‘advertising’ are dirty words for many developers and it’s not uncommon 
for developers to be reluctant to do much promotion. ‘Build it and they will come’ 
used to work when exciting open source projects were few and far between but now 
everyone seems to be working on something and making a noise about it. Few of 
the successes you see come through pure luck but because developers are actively 
promoting their work or, at least, making it discoverable. It’s time to join them!

.
Before you can promote your project, you need to make it attractive to potential users 
and evangelists (including general wellwishers, the media, and other developers).

A good name
Ensure your project has a palatable name. It doesn’t need to be clever or even descriptive, 
but it’s worth avoiding innuendos that may present a problem down the line. For 
example, the popular Testacular and Authgasm projects, are now named Karma and 
Authlogic respectively after users raised a fuss.

You should perform a search for the name you choose to be sure you’re not clashing 
with anything else that’s popular or trademarked (did you know Firefox was called 

Step 1: Get Your Project Ready

“Terms like ‘marketing’ and 
‘advertising’ are dirty words 

for many developers...”
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Phoenix and Firebird prior to Firefox?). The US Patent and Trademark Office has 
an online trademark search facility.

A benefit of having a relatively unique or uncommon name is so you can search 
for it over time (or even set up a Google Alerts notification for the name) and find 
mentions of your project without many irrelevant results popping up. If you want 
to have something descriptive but unique, consider joining two words together. 
For example, when I created a Ruby library to do natural language detection, I 
called it WhatLanguage and it’s easy to search for.

An official homepage or project URL
The term ‘homepage’ is a bit outdated but you ideally need a single ‘home’ URL 
that you can promote and point people to in relation to your project. You don’t 
need to splash out on a fancy template or even a domain name, but your project 
needs a focal point. That could be an entire site with its own domain, such as those 
for Yeoman or HTML5 Boilerplate, a simple single page on an existing domain, 
such as that for RoughDraft.js, or even a regular GitHub repo, such as for vague.js.

If you have the freedom to do so, make sure your site looks good on the major 
browsers (including mobile), hook up some analytics to your page and ensure the 
<title> tag is well written. Use a title like “MyProject – A JavaScript Library to X, Y 
and Z” instead of just “MyProject – About” or a blank title. With social bookmarking, 
this matters as you can’t guarantee your evangelists will write a good title of their 
own.

If you’re not a Web designer, don’t have the time to spend making a complete 
design, but still want a complete site rather than just a GitHub repo and README, 
consider using a framework like Bootstrap as it’ll provide a clean layout out of the 
box and you can forget about many cross browser and device issues.

Documentation and copywriting
It’s only just a cliché that developers don’t like to write documentation, but you 
need something for potential users to fall back on, and time invested in producing 
useful documentation up front will pay dividends later.

At a cynically bare minimum, you need to write enough documentation that someone 
will be confident about sharing your link or promoting your project and not feel 
like they’re sending their own followers into a black hole of misunderstanding. This 
means your homepage or README needs to cover a few angles. You’ll need to:
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• Prominently feature a “[noun] is” paragraph. An alarming number of project 
homepages don’t explain, in simple terms, what the project is actually for or does. 
If you’ve built a JavaScript library that does language detection, say, you have to 
say so. For example: “LanguageDetect is a JavaScript library for detecting the 
natural language of text.”

An excellent example of this in action is on libcinder.org where it states right 
up front: “Cinder is a community-developed, free and open source library for 
professional-quality creative coding in C++.” Perfect!

• Write clear titles, subheadings, and support copy. At a bare minimum, ensure 
titles, subtitles, and any sort of writing on your homepage are straightforward 
and clear. Write for the lowest common denominator on your homepage. You 
can get more advanced elsewhere.

• Write a beginner’s tutorial and link to it from your home page. Unless everything’s 
simple enough to explain on a single page, quickly write a tutorial that covers 
basic installation and usage and either include it in your README file or put it on 
the Web and link to it from your README and/or homepage.

• State dependencies and requirements clearly. Does your library only work on 
a specific version of Node? Is it a browser extension for Firefox? Does your code 
require PostgreSQL, Redis, or another specific database? Be sure to include a 
bulletpoint list of dependencies and requirements for your project to be usable 
so as not to disappoint potential users.

• Specify the license for your code. While you could get away with keeping 
your licensing information tucked away in a LICENSE file in your GitHub repo, 
specifying what license your code is released under up front and center will help 
put many developers at ease. Likewise, if your project is commercial is nature 
and costs money, don’t hide that detail away and mislead visitors.

• If your project is a library or API, feature some example code on the homepage. 
Unless your library is particularly complex, let visitors see an example of its usage 
on the project homepage. If your API is good, this could be a great way to get 
an ‘easy sale.’ I’m not a huge fan of the code example chosen but the homepage 
for Ruby shows off this technique.
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.
A blog post is a great way to introduce a project that might need more background or 
have more of a story than it’s practical to tell on a homepage or within documentation. 
If there’s any sort of story behind your project, a blog post is a great way to tell it. 
Be sure to link to the post from your project’s homepage and consider promoting 
the blog post separately to relevant sites within your niche.

If you have the ability, recording a screencast or other sort of video can help. Could 
you put together a simple 5 minute screencast of how to install and use your library? 
Or have you built a game that could be demonstrated in a few minutes of gameplay? 
Record a simple video, put it on YouTube, and embed it on your homepage. Your 
accent doesn’t have to be as crisp as a newsreader’s and you don’t even have to 
appear within the video. All that matters is you get to the point quickly and your 
audio is tolerable (not muffled, clipping, or drowned in background music).

As the editor of several programming newsletters, I look at thousands of projects 
each year, and it’s still uncommon to see simple screencasts, yet they certainly help 
a project stand out and, as a consequence, make it more likely for me to talk about 
it. You can see a perfect example on Punch’s homepage. The early popularity of 
Ruby on Rails also depended upon a popular ‘build a blog engine in 15 minutes’ 
video, back when the concept of using video to promote an open source project 
was very novel.

If you’re sticking to the straight up, GitHub README approach (and it’s certainly 
not a bad idea for a simple library), a bonus tip is to create a tiny screencast of your 
code in action and convert it to an animated GIF for inclusion in your README. 
Richard Schneeman outlines this technique in Use GIFs in your Pull Request for 
Good, not Evil. The result is striking and could help your README stand out.

For further ideas on how to make your project stand out before you begin promoting 
it, check out the great How to Make Your Open Source Project Really Awesome by 
Michael Klishin. It digs into more detail about versioning, announcements, having 
a changelog and writing good documentation.

Extra Materials
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.
You’ve polished your project, got a URL to promote, and you’re ready to get the 
news out.

A word of caution, however. Don’t use every technique on day one. You could 
overload your site with traffic or, worse, be subjected to a barrage of online 
criticism if your work or site is broken. With something like a library or tool, a 
gentler approach will work well and building up small streams of visitors and users 
over time will give you a much better time.

Social networking
Your own social networking profiles are always a good place to start if you have 
them. You’ll get more immediate feedback from people who actually know you 
and if your project is particularly interesting, it could go viral even from a single 
mention.

A great example of a simple project going viral was YouTube Instant by Feross 
Aboukhadijeh. Feross built YouTube Instant quickly, mentioned it on Facebook 
before going to bed, and woke up to a flood of traffic and press mentions.

If you like to experiment and have several bucks going spare, you could also consider 
paying for a promoted post on Facebook. This will give your post more visibility 
in your news feed, but is best reserved for if your Facebook friends are mostly 
developers or people likely to be interested in your project. If not, and you’d still 
like to spend some money, consider an ad on Reddit or a relevant programming 
blog instead.

Influencers, bloggers, and niche media
Whether you’re working on a JavaScript library, Firefox extension, backend app 
in Rails, or a theme for Bootstrap, your code will fit into one or more niches and 
every technical niche has a variety of ‘influencers’, people and publications who are 
popular and well known for the topic at hand.

Getting a tweet, retweet, or even an entire blog post from an influencer could 
have a significant impact on your project, as could being invited to blog elsewhere 
(Mozilla Hacks, for example!). If Brendan Eich tweeted about your JavaScript 
library, Lea Verou wrote a blog post about a CSS trick you discovered, or Paul Irish 

Step 2: Get the word out
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mentioned a Web development tool you built in a talk, you would attract a lot of 
interest quickly. It is key, however, to realize there are many great influencers in 
every space and you’ll achieve nothing by hounding any one person so be prepared 
to move on.

Spend some time working out who the influencers and key publications are in your 
niche. For Twitter, Followerwonk is a handy tool that searches Twitter biographies 
for certain words. If you search for “javascript” the first page includes several 
users who would be useful to reach out to if you had a particularly interesting 
JavaScript-related release to promote. Reaching out on Twitter can be as simple as 
a single tweet and many busy folks prefer Twitter as it takes less time to reply than 
an e-mail. A single tweet from @smashingmag could drive thousands of visitors 
your way, so consider tweeting them, and other similar accounts, when you have 
something relevant.

I’d also advise looking for blogs and e-mail newsletters in your niche. Start with 
something as simple as Googling for “javascript blog”, “javascript newsletter”, “css 
blog” or whatever’s relevant to your project. Most bloggers or e-mail newsletter 
publishers will not be offended by you sending them a quick note (emphasis on 
quick) letting them know about your work. Indeed, some weeks there can be a 
shortage of interesting things to write about and you might be doing them a huge 
favor.

If you choose to e-mail people (and your project will probably be more substantial 
than a few hours’ work to justify this), take care not to make demands or to even 
expect a reply. Many bloggers and influential people have overflowing inboxes and 
struggle to reply to everything they receive. Make your e-mail as easy to process 
as possible by including a single URL (to your now superb homepage or README) 
and include your “[noun] is” paragraph. Don’t take a non-response as an insult but 
keep moving on to the next most relevant person. You might even consider taking 
a “Here’s my project that does X, Y and Z. No reply needed, I just thought you 
might like it” approach. Softly, softly works here, as long as you get to the point 
quickly.

How to get attention from internet celebrities by Jason Cohen and How to Write 
the Perfect Outreach Email by Gregory Ciotti go into more detail about e-mail 
etiquette when promoting your work to influencers. While you might not need to 
contact any ‘celebrities’ in your niche, the principles of keeping it short, including 
a call to action, and ensuring your work is appropriate to the person are really true 
for anyone you’re sending unsolicited messages to.
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Podcasters are an often forgotten source of promotion opportunities too. While 
some podcasts don’t cover news or new releases at all, many do, and being on the 
radar of their hosts could help you get a mention on a show. Smashing Magazine has 
put together a list of tech podcasts covering the areas of design, user experience, 
and Web development in general. Again, keep your e-mails short and sweet with 
no sense of expectation to get the best results.

User curated social news sites
As well as reaching influencers and niche media, sometimes reaching the public 
‘firehose’ of news can work too, and there are few better examples of these in the 
modern world of development than Hacker News or Reddit.

Hacker News in particular is notoriously hard to reach the front page on and 
‘gaming’ it by getting other people to vote up your post can backfire. (Indeed, it 
will backfire if you link people to your post on Hacker News and encourage them 
to upvote. They have ways of detecting this behavior. Get people to manually find 
your post instead.) If you do reach the front page of Hacker News, of course, you 
can certainly expect an audience of many thousands of developers to be exposed 
to your work, so be sure to try.

With Reddit, the key isn’t to dive straight into a huge sub-Reddit like /r/programming 
but to look for sub-Reddits more directly related to your project. For a JavaScript 
library, I’d post to /r/javascript or possibly /r/webdev. Reddit ads can also perform 
well if you’re OK with spending some money and these can be targeted to specific 
sub-Reddits too.

There are many similar sites that are less well known but which are respected in 
their niches and can drive a lot of interested visitors, including Designer News 
(mobile and Web design), DZone (general developer stuff), EchoJS (JavaScript), 
RubyFlow (Ruby and Rails), and Lobste.rs (general hacker and developer stuff). 
Finding the right site like this and taking time to make an on-topic, well written 
post will help a lot.

The mass media / press
This article is primarily focused on the promotion of open source and front-end 
projects and these are typically not frequently covered in print or on the TV or 
radio. If, however, you think the mass media would be relevant for your project, 
here are some other articles packed with handy tips:
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• How to PR Like a Pro: A Guide to Getting Media Attention
• How To Get Media Coverage For Your Startup: A Complete Guide
• Getting Press for Your Website, Application, or Service
• How to Get Major Media Coverage For Your Business with No Connections
• How to Contact Press (And Increase Changes To Get Press Coverage) (oriented 

around promoting indie games but the essentials are there)

.
You’ve built up some interest, your GitHub stars, Reddit votes, and pageviews 
are all rocketing up, but now you want to capitalize on the attention and maintain 
some momentum.

User support
Whether you’ve built an open source project or a cool tool, you’re going to end up 
with users or fellow developers who want to provide feedback, get help, or point 
out issues with your work. On GitHub, the common way to do this is through the 
built-in ‘issues’ tracker, but you might also find people start to e-mail you too.

Be sure to define a policy, whatever it is. Users won’t feel good about opening 
issues on your GitHub repo if there are already many unresolved issues there and 
your project could stagnate. Ensure you respond to your audience or at least make 
your policy clear within your README or on your site. If you don’t want issues 
raised or code contributions, make this clear up front.

Extending your reach
For many projects, create a dedicated Twitter account, blog, Facebook page, or 
Google+ page in advance is overkill, but if your project starts to take off, consider 
these things. They’ll provide an extra way not only for users to remain in touch with 
your project but also a way for them to help promote it by retweeting things you 
post or by directing potential new users your way.

You can also extend your reach in person by going to user groups and conferences 
and, if you’re really lucky, you can speak about your work too. This is a great way 
to get new users as people are much more likely to look into your work if they’ve 
met you in person.

Step 3: Maintain momentum
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Avoid being defensive
If your project does well on sites like Hacker News or Reddit, you’ll be tempted to 
read all of the comments your peers leave, but be careful. Comments about your 
work will, naturally, seem magnified in their intensity and critical comments that 
might not actually be mean spirited may seem as if they are to you.

It’s hard, but the best policy is to not let any overtly mean comments get to you, 
duly correct any observations that are wrong, and to thank anyone who goes out 
of their way to compliment your work. Even if you’re in the right, with the lack of 
body language and verbal cues, being too defensive can look bad online and result 
in the post becoming a lightning rod for drama. Engage as best you can, but if it 
feels wrong to reply to something, listen to your gut.

Be careful if you go into a new community to promote your work and get negative 
feedback. Most communities have rules or expectations and merely entering a 
community to promote your work is frequently considered a faux pas. Be sensitive 
to people’s environments and try to abide by a community’s rules at all times.

The long term
If your project does particularly well, you could be presented with the opportunity 
of turning it into a business in its own right. Many simple open source projects, 
often started by a single developer, have turned into long term work or even entire 
companies for their creators.

Back in 2010, Mitchell Hashimoto released Vagrant, a Ruby-based tool for building 
a deploying VirtualBox-based virtualized development environments. In late 2012, 
Mitchell launched Hashicorp, a company providing Vagrant consulting services to 
enterprise customers. An even higher profile example is Puppet Labs, a company 
built around the Puppet open-source configuration management tool and which 
has taken total funding of $45.5 million so far.

If your project becomes respected and heavily used within its field, you might also 
be approached to write a book or article about it or even speak at a conference. 
This is a good sign that your project has ‘made it’ to some extent as publishers and 
event organizers are in the business of working out what it makes business sense 
to present.
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.
This has only been a basic introduction to promoting your work and with practice 
you’ll come up with tons of tips of your own (it’d be excellent if you could share 
some in the comments here). Based on all of the ideas above, here’s a basic checklist 
to run through next time you release a new project and want to get some added 
exposure:

• Focus most of your efforts on your project’s homepage or README.
• Check your project’s name doesn’t clash with anything else and is unique enough 

to find references to your work later.
• Promote your work to your closest social group first to unbury any problems 

with your work.
• Record a screencast or write a blog post about your project if some extra 

background would be useful for others.
• Work out a perfect *”[project name] is”* sentence to describe what your project 

is or does.
• Use your *”[project name] is”* sentence to give your page a descriptive title.
• Find influential people, blogs, podcasts, and e-mail newsletters in your niche and 

send them a short, pleasant note.
• Post to social news and bookmarking sites. Ensure your title is descriptive.
• Use your *”[project name] is”* sentence in e-mails and contacts with influencers.
• Take a positive, “look on the good side” approach to responding to comments 

about your work.

Good luck!

Putting it all together: A checklist

Peter Cooper
O’Reilly Fluent JavaScript
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